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Abstract 

The behavior ofalaboratory-scale pulsed combustor is characterized overa wide range of 

operating conditions. The behavior ofthe combustor is shown to be driven by two differ 

ent mechanisms. Acoustic coupling with the tailpipe produces large-amplitude pressure 

oscillations which are nonlinear in nature due to interaction with the combustion reac 

tion and turbulent mixing. Due to the highly nonlinear nature ofthe combustion reaction 

at lean conditions, the system dynamics undergo a bifurcation as the equivalence ratio 

approaches the lean flammability limit which introduces low-frequency combustion in 

stabilities that are superimposed upon the acoustically driven pressure oscillations. Rapid 

consumption andslow restocking ofthe availablefuelinventoryleads to poor-qualitycom 

bustion events, misfire and,eventually,unrecoverable flameout. 

A control algorithm is presented which monitors the peak pressure during each cycle 

to detect when the available fuel inventory has been consumed and the pulsed combustor 

begins to experience poor-quality combustion events while the fuel inventory is restocked. 

The controller then injects a small pulse of supplemental fuel to hasten the restocking 

process and drive the system back toward a more stable mode of operation. The control 

strategy is shown to be effective at dampening the combustion instabilities which results 

in lower unbumed-hydrocarbon emission levels and allows the operating regime of the 

combustor to be extended further toward the lean flammability limit. 
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Chapter1 

Introduction 

1.1 A briefhistory ofpulsed combustion 

The earliestknown studies of acoustically driven combustion oscillations date back to the 

eighteenth century.In 1777,Higgins placed a hydrogen flame inside a glassjar to demon 

strate to his students that water is produced by combustion reactions by condensing and 

collecting the waterin thejar. Muchto his surprise,a musicaltone was produced. Higgins 

found that differently sized and shapedjars produced tones with different amplitudes and 

frequencies. Theexperimentbecame a popular parlor trick at parties forsometime before 

studies were conducted to examine the physics which produce the tones(Nicholson and 

Higgins 1802). 

Details of the experiment were first published by Brugnatelli(Delarive 1803). Later 

studiesbyDeLuc,lyndall,Faraday,Rijke,Rayleigh and othersfurtherexplored the nature 

of the oscillations and their source(Zinn 1986). Rayleigh determined that the condition 

under which the flame would"sing",later dubbed the Rayleigh criterion,is asfollows: 

1 



1.1 A brief history ofpulsed combustion 

If heat be given to the air at the momentofgreatestcondensation,or be taken 
from it at the moment of greatest rarefaction, the vibration is encouraged. 
On the other hand,if heat be given at the momentof greatest rarefaction, or 
abstracted at the moment of greatest condensation, the vibration is discour 
aged.(Rayleigh 1945) 

Practical applications of acoustically driven combustion were not developed until the 

twentieth century. Early in that century,growing interest in gas turbines led to the devel 

opmentofseveralcombustor designs which were to use pulsed combustionfor propulsion 

or power generation. A series of patents were issued for combustor designs beginning 

with a mechanically valved design by Esnault-Pelterie in 1906. The first aerodynamically 

valved, or aerovalve, design, in which air is drawn into the combustor by aerodynamic 

forces rather than mechanically injected, was proposed by Esnault-Pelterie's co-worker, 

Marconnet,in 1909(Putnam et al. 1986). Other designsfollowed,but the first successful 

implementation of a pulsed-combustor design was the V-1 "buzz bomb"rocket used by 

Germany in World War 11(Foa 1960). 

The success of the V-1 rocket led to the post-war development of a wide variety of 

applications for pulsed comhustors. A few designs were developed which sought to im 

prove the performance ofthe Y-1 rocketfor aircraft propulsion;however,these pulse-jets 

produced alow specific thmst and were soon to be outperformed by the newly developed 

turbo-jet engine(Putnam etal. 1986). The Dyna-Jet,developed in 1946,was also used as 

afog-generator by the United States Army and is now afavorite of modelrocket and air 

craft enthusiasts. A commercial version ofthe Dyna-Jet is still being produced by Curtis 

Dyna-Fogfor use asinsecticidefoggers and sprayers(anon. 1998).Thefirst heating appli 

cation came in 1948 when Huber produced a pulsed-combustion water heater designed to 

maintain enginetemperatures during shut-down.This design waslater modified to heat air 

for residential applications as well as heating mass-transit vehicles. By 1961,Kitchen had 



1.2Basic principles ofoperation 

developed the Lucas-Rotax Pulsamatic boiler for residential water heating. A modified 

version of his design,known as the Hydro-Pulse,is still commercially available(Putnam 

et al. 1986). The success ofthe Pulsamatic helped inspire the developmentofthe Lennox 

G14Pulse® warm-air residential furnace introduced in 1982(anon. 1999). The recent 

phenomenal success ofthe Hydro-Pulse boiler and the Lennox Pulse® furnace have lead 

to arenewed interest in the developmentofcommercial and residential applications. 

1.2 Basic principles ofoperation 

A pulsed combustor works on a four-step cycle that is remarkably similar to the Diesel 

cycle. In fact, it can be argued that the internal combustion engine is merely an extreme 

example of a pulsed combustor in which the pressure oscillations are driven mechani 

cally rather than acoustically. Pulsed combustor designs typically consist ofacombustion 

chamber and an acoustically coupled tailpipe. Traditionally,the mixture is introduced in 

termittently eitherby mechanicalmeans(flapper valves,fuelinjection,etc.) orby allowing 

aerodynamicforcesto draw the mixtureinto thecombustoras needed. Recentstudies have 

shown that it is possible to produce pulsed combustion with the mixture introduced at a 

constant rate through critical-flow orifices(Richards et al. 1991,republished as Richards 

etal. 1993). 

The typical pulsed-combustion cycle is depicted in Figure 1.1. During the first step of 

the cycle, the fresh mixture in the combustion chamber is compressed and heated and to 

the auto-ignition pointresultingin acombustion reaction which raisesthecombustor pres 

sure. In mechanically and aerodynamically valved designs,the high coihbustor pressure 

restricts the flow offresh charge into the combustion chamber,quenching the combustion 
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Figure 1.1: Sketch outlining the four-step cycle typical of pulsed combustors.



1.3 Benefits over steady-flow combustors 

reaction and leading to the second step. During the second step,the exhaust gases expand 

through the tailpipe reducing the pressure inside the combustion chamber. Asthe exhaust 

gases exit, they gain enough momentum to evacuate the combustor until the combustor 

pressure drops below ambient pressure. During the third step,the reduction in combustor 

pressure allows fresh charge to enter the combustion chamber and causes the exhaust-gas 

flow to slow and eventually reverse,reintroducing residual gases to the combustion cham 

ber. During the fourth step,the momentum ofthe residual exhaustgases and theincoming 

fresh charge pressurizes the combustor to slightly above ambient pressure. Heat transfer 

from the combustor walls and the hot residual gases heat the mixture to the auto-ignition 

point, thus restarting the cycle. The average time needed to complete one cycle is deter 

mined by thefundamental acousticfrequency ofthe combustor. 

1.3 Benefits over steady-fiow combustors 

Pulsedcombustion haslong beenknowntohaveseveral significantadvantagesoversteady-

flow,constant-pressure combustion processes. Historically,these advantages were poorly 

understood and difficultto quantify. Withoutknowledge ofhow the benefits were derived, 

early pulsed combustor designs were developed largely by trial-and-error. The lack of a 

thorough thermodynamic understanding ofthe principles ofpulsed combustion likely has 

lead to their limited use(Zinn 1986;Putnam et al. 1986). Late in the twentieth century, 

a number of studies began to quantify the benefits of pulsed combustion and develop an 

understanding ofthe mechanismsinvolved. 



1.3 Benefits over steady-flow combustors 

1.3.1 Convective transport 

The oscillatory flow in pulsed combustor tailpipes has been shown to produce signifi 

cantly higher convective heat and mass transfer rates than steady-flow combustors. Early 

studies of oscillatory flow found heat transfer rates that ranged from 70% less(Alhaddad 

and Coulman 1982)to 240% greater(Hanby 1969)than those for steady turbulent flow 

at similar mean Reynolds numbers. However, the test conditions used in these studies 

varied considerably from one another and few investigated the effects of varying the test 

conditions. Many of the studies which predicted lower transfer rates were conducted at 

oscillatory conditions atypical ofpulsed-combustor operation(e.g.,lowerfrequencies and 

smaller amplitude oscillations)(Dec et al. 1992). High convective transfer rates provide 

obvious benefits for heating and drying applications. However,withoutathorough under 

standing ofthe mechanismsinvolved in producing those increases,it is difficult to design 

asystem to takefull advantage ofthose benefits. Many theories were proposed to describe 

the increased transfer rates, butnone were adequate to fully explain the behavior. 

In the late 1980s,experiments began atSandia National Laboratories in order to quan 

tify the heat and mass transfer rates from the tailpipe of an experimental pulsed com 

bustor, to determine the effect various parameters such as pulse frequency, combustor-

pressure amplitude and flow rate have uponthe heattransfer rate and to discoverthe mech 

anisms responsible for the increased convective transfer rates. A two-color laser Doppler 

velocimetry system was used to make spatially and temporally resolved velocity mea 

surements inside the tailpipe of the pulsed combustor(Keller and Saito 1987;Dec et al. 

1991). Spatially resolved temperature measurements inside the tailpipe were obtained us 

ing two-line atomic fluorescence(Dec and Keller 1986). Additionally,temperature mea 

surements made using a thin-film thermocouple coating the inner surface of the tailpipe 
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and a fast-response thermocouple inbedded within the tailpipe wall were used to obtain 

cycle-resolved measurements of the heat flux being conducted through the tailpipe(Dec 

and Keller 1990). Mass transfer rates were determined by measuring the evaporation rate 

of water passed through a sintered,stainless steel cylinder placed in the tailpipe(Gemmen 

etal. 1991). 

The heattransfer Nusseltnumber wasfound to vary greatly with the root-mean-square 

of the combustor pressure, increasing with increased combustor pressure. The Nusselt 

number was alsofound to increase slightly with frequency;varying the flow rate had little 

or no effect. In all test cases, Nusselt numbers were found to exceed those of a steady-

flow combustor at similar mean Reynolds numbers,in some cases by as much as afactor 

of three(Dec and Keller 1989). Mass transfer Nusselt numbers were found to be up to 

25% greater than those for steady-flow combustors(Gemmen et al. 1991, republished 

as Gemmen et al. 1993). Based upon analysis of the spatially and temporally resolved 

velocity and temperature measurements, Dec et al. (1992) were able to discount most 

of the previously purposed theories and show that the flow inside the pulsed-combustor 

tailpipe has small-scale turbulence superimposed upon the larger-amplitude acoustically 

driven oscillations. 

Using techniques developed to describe convective transport in forced and buoyancy-

driven turbulentflow(Arpaci 1986;Arpaci and Selamet 1991),Arpacietal.(1991)devel 

oped a model to predict heat transfer rates for oscillating turbulent flows by determining 

the appropriate spatial scale of the small turbulent vortices which were shown to exist 

within the larger, acoustically driven flow oscillations. Most previous studies attempted 

to correlate experimental Nusseltnumber datafrom pulsed combustors to those predicted 

by quasi-steady theory; however, quasi-steady models do not adequately agree with ex-
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perimental results at all operating conditions and cannot accountfor the frequency effects 

noted by Dec and Keller(1989). The model developed by Arpaci et al attempts to de 

velop heattransfer relations which fully and accurately accountfor the minutescale ofthe 

turbulence fluctuations which Decetal(1992)foundin the pulsed combustor.The model 

shows exceptional agreement with the experimental results ofDec and Keller(1989),in 

cluding those experiments in which the acoustic frequency is varied. Furthermore, the 

model collapses to the traditional quasi-steady and steady turbulent heattransfer relations 

at the appropriate conditions. Based upon the agreement with experimental results, su-

perpositioning of micro-scaled turbulence upon the large-scale acoustically driven oscil 

lations currently provides the best explanation for the enhanced convective transportseen 

in pulsed combustors(Arpaci etal 1991,republished as Arpaci etal 1993). 

1.3.2 Pollutantemission levels 

Pulsed combustors have long been known to produce significantly lower levels of pol 

lutant emissions — particularly NO;c — than steady-flow combustors. Studies at Sandia 

have shown that high heat transfer rates and rapid mixing of the hot exhaust gases with 

cooler combustor gases help to limit the time that the exhaust gases spend at high tem 

peratures. Keller and Hongo(1990)found that the majority of NO;^ production in pulsed 

combustors occurs near the flame front. The exhaust gases reach thermal equilibrium at 

a much lower temperature before leaving the combustion chamber. As a result, the rate 

of NO;c production decreases as the exhaust gases move toward the tailpipe. In contrast, 

the exhaust gas in steady combustors were found to remain at a much higher tempera 

ture throughout the combustion chamber resulting in near constant NO;c production rates 

throughoutthe combustionchamber. Keller etal(1994)were able to reduce NO;c and CO 
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emissions in the Sandia pulsed combustor to <5 ppm at3% O2 by operating in a lean, 

premixed mode and promoting fine-scale mixing ofthe fresh and residual charges at the 

inlet. 

1.4 Limits ofoperation 

To make full use ofthe benefits ofpulsed combustion,it would be desirable to operate the 

combustor at lean conditions to increase the fuel efficiency and further reduce pollutant 

emission levels. Unfortunately,recent studies have shown that, as with many other com 

bustion systems,pulsed combustorsbecome unstable atlean conditions,leading to misfire 

and, eventually, unrecoverable flameout. The instabilities often develop well above the 

lean flammability limit. 

AttheformerMorgantownEnergy Technology Center(METC)—currently partofthe 

National Energy Technology Laboratory — Richards et al. constructed an experimental 

thermal pulse combustor and developed a simple analytical model to predict its behavior. 

The combustor is modeled as a well-stirred reactor coupled with an acoustic oscillator. 

Richards et al. were able to show good correlation between the analytical model and 

experimental observations. Both the analytical model and the experimental combustor 

exhibit steady combustion, pulsed combustion and flame extinction at various operating 

conditions(Richards et al. 1991). 

Daw et al. (1992)showed that, due to the nonlinearity of the Arrhenius rate law,the 

METCanalytical modelfollows a classic period-doubling route to chaos as the mass flow 

rate of the mixture is increased. Pressure time-series traces from the METC combustor, 

recorded at operating conditions similar to those for which chaotic behavior is predicted, 
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demonstrate similarities to the model predictions suggesting that the combustor does in 

fact exhibit deterministically chaotic behavior. Daw et al. speculated that the cycle-to-

cycle variation in the magnitude of the pressure oscillation may result in reduced com 

bustion efficiency and increased pollutant emission levels(Daw et al. 1992; Daw et al. 

1994; Daw et al. 1995). The nonlinear behavior of pulsed combustors has been inde 

pendently confirmed in experimental and analytical studies (Sterling and Zukoski 1991; 

Sterling 1993;Margolis 1994). 

ThebehaviorofapulsedcombustorsimilartotheMETCdesign hasbeen characterized 

as partofthecurrentstudy.As willbediscussedin detailin laterchapters,asthe mixtureis 

made increasingly lean,nonlinear combustion instabilities are observed to develop which 

lead to misfire and eventual flameout of the combustor. An analytical model has been 

developed which indicates that the instabilities develop due to nonlinearities inherent to 

the reaction mechanism at lean conditions(Edwards et al. 1997; Edwards et al. 1998; 

Edwards etal. 2000). 

1.5 Controlofcombustor behavior 

Daw etal.(1992)werethe first to suggestthat,due to the nonlinear nature ofpulsedcom 

bustion, linear control algorithms would prove less effective in reducing cyclic variation 

and extending the practical operating regime of pulsed combustors than control strategies 

based upon nonlinear dynamics.In studies by Rhode et al. and In etal,various nonlinear 

control techniques were successfully applied to the METCanalytical model. 

Rhode et al. (1995)applied several control techniques to the METC model using the 

friction factor of the tailpipe as a control perturbation. A derivative control scheme was 
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shown to be capable ofeliminating the pulsed behavior and forcing the combustor model 

into steady operation. An adaptive map-based scheme was used to stabilize the pulsed 

behavior allowing operation at higher mass flow rates than otherwise possible. 

In et al. (1997)developed a maintenance-of-chaos control algorithm to extend the 

operating regime of the METC analytical model. The controller monitors the pressure 

temporal record predicted by the model and detects the occurrence of certain patterns, 

or mediating trajectories, which lead to flameout. In et al. showed that it is possible to 

preventflameoutin the modelby momentarily imposing a slight decrease in the massflow 

rateofthe mixture wheneveramediating trajectory is detected to push the system behavior 

awayfrom flameoutand back toward more stable trajectories. 

1.6 Scope ofthe currentstudy 

For the current study, a laboratory-scale pulsed combustor has been designed and con 

structed based upon a modifled version oftheMETCdesign. The behaviorofthecombus 

tor has been characterized over a wide range ofoperating conditions. Atlean conditions, 

nonlinearcombustion instabilities werefoundto develop which reducethe quality ofcom 

bustion and lead to misfire and flameout. An analytical modeldeveloped to help determine 

thesource ofthecombustion instabilities suggeststhattheinstabilities resultfrom the non 

linear nature ofthe combustion reaction. Based upon the information gained in this study, 

a control strategy similar in principle to the one used by In et al. (1997)has been devel 

oped which is capable of stabilizing the behavior of the experimental combustor at lean 

conditions and extending the practical operating regime by detecting events which pro 

ceed misfire and injecting a small amountofsupplementalfuel to push the system toward 

a more stable operating mode. 



Chapter2 

Background 

2.1 Thermalpulse combustion 

2.1.1 Experimentalcombustor 

The pulsed combustor used in the current study is derived from the thermal pulse com 

bustor developed by Richards et al (1991)at METC.In the METC combustor, shown 

schematically in Figure 2.1, fuel and air enter the combustor through separate, oppos 

ing inlets each equipped with a critical-flow orifice to maintain constant flow rates. The 

impinging inlet streams form ajet-stirred reaction zone. An alumina rod installed along 

the centerline of the combustor provides an additional heat source for ignition. A piezo 

electric pressure transducer is used to monitor the combustor-pressure oscillations and a 

thermocouple is attached to the exterior-wall ofthe combustion chamberto provide a wall 

temperature to be used as a reference. The operating condition ofthe thermal pulse com 

bustor is defined by the equivalence ratio of the fresh mixture and a characteristic flow 

time,Xf,which approximates the time the mixture resides in the combustion chamber and 

12 
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Figure2.1: Schematic ofthe thermalpulse combustordeveloped atMETC.Dimensions 
are in mm(Richards et at. 1991). 
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is determined by the equation 

^ _ PoV 
— • I . (4-1)ma+rrif 

where po is the ambient density and V is the volume ofthe combustion chamber. 

Richards et al. (1991)conducted a series of experiments at afew disparate operating 

conditions. The thermal pulse combustor was found to exhibit three modes of opera 

tion depending upon the operating conditions: steady combustion,pulsed combustion and 

flame extinction. That the combustor would operate in a pulsed mode with constant in 

let flows is noteworthy as, previously, mechanically or aerodynamically valved inlets had 

been considered necessary to produce pulsed combustion. 

The behaviorofthe combustor wasfound to rely heavily uponthe combustor-walltem 

perature — hence the moniker,thermal pulse combustor. Self-sustained combustion was 

found not to be possible at low wall temperatures (e.g., below ~900 K).At these condi 

tions,the combustor behavior is characterized by occasional explosive reactions followed 

by a series of decaying-amplitude oscillations which occur at the fundamental acoustic 

frequency(Morris et al. 1990). At higher wall temperatures,the behavior ofthe combus 

tor was found to be either steady or pulsating depending upon the equivalence ratio and 

flow time. 

Asthe equivalence ratio was decreased while holding the mass flow rate ofthe mixture 

constant,the behaviorofthethermal pulsecombustor wasfound to gothrough a transition 

from low-amplitude(~50 kPa, peak-to-trough)pressure oscillations with a frequency of 

approximately 167Hzat an equivalence ratio of(j)=0.85 to higher-amplitude(~100kPa, 

peak-to-trough),lower-frequency(110Hz)oscillations at an equivalence ratio of(j)=0.68 

(Figure 2.2). The transition between the two modes of behavior is not smooth;rather, at 

the intermediate equivalence ratios, behavior is characterized by intermittent transitions 
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Figure2.2: Combustor-pressure traces showing the effects ofequivalence ratio upon the 
behaviorofthe METCthermalpulse combustor(Richards et al. 1991). 
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between the two modes. Similar behavior was observed by holding equivalence ratio 

constant and increasing flow time(Figure 2.3). Long flow times(e.g., T/> 74 ms)were 

found to produce steady combustion. 

While the tests performed by Richards etal provided insightinto the behavior ofthe 

thermal pulse combustor, the limited number and disparate conditions of test runs and 

the limited amountof data collected at each condition leaves something to be desired. A 

thorough,systematic characterization ofthe behavior ofthe thermal pulsecombustor over 

a wide range ofoperating conditions has yetto be performed. 

2.1.2 Analytical model 

In addition to the experimental combustor,Richards et al.(1991)developed an analytical 

modelto explain the behaviorofthe physicalsystem.Thecombustoris modeled as a well-

stirred reactor acoustically coupled to the tailpipe with the geometry shown in Figure 2.4. 

Reactants are premixed and enter at a constant mass flow rate through a single inlet. The 

combustor-walltemperature is maintained constant atsomespecified value. The pressure, 

temperature and massfraction offuel are assumed to be uniform throughoutthe combus 

tion chamber and are related to the values at the tailpipe entrance by assuming isentropic 

acceleration through the nozzle connecting the combustion chamber and the tailpipe. The 

friction factor,/,in the tailpipe is assumed constant,and ambient pressure is assumed at 

the tailpipe exit. 

Conservation equations for mass, energy and species are applied to the combustion 

chamber and coupled with conservation equationsfor massand momentumin the tailpipe. 

Combustion is described by a bi-molecular rate law written specifically for stoichiomet-

ric conditions(which limits the accuracy ofthe model at non-stoichiometric conditions). 
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Simplifications and non-dimensionalization ofthe governing equations yields a setoffour 

coupled,nonlinear ordinary differential equations(ODEs)for the non-dimensionalforms 

oftemperature, 

dT /I 1 \\ T /, 1 k To T2 

-r = ^ h H ] ̂ - (k-l) + — + +^ (2-2)dt \Xf Xht -^cJ P Po t/ Tw 

pressure. 

dp 1 fZte I To\ ̂  
— + +- - — + (2.3)dt \Xf Xht '^cJ VPo '^ht 

massfraction offuel. 

(2.4)dt Xf ^ P Xc [aHrJ P 

and velocity at the tailpipe entrance. 

^^ . RuTpAeXf% _ Vf ^ 
(2.5)dt LjpV Ptg 2Dtp Ag Xf |c7| 

The various parameters in the goveming equations include the ratio of tailpipe mass flow 

rate to combustion-chamber volume,Z/g;a characteristic heat transfer time, 

V Po Cp To /o 
= -JTuir-

and a characteristic combustion time, 

— = A' — Y} (27)
Xc Cp To f3/2 f • 

The MBTC model predicts three modes of behavior: steady combustion,pulsed com 

bustion and flameout. As the combustor-wall temperature is reduced while holding the 

flow time constant,the model predicts atransition from steady combustion to pulsedcom 

bustion to flameout.During the pulsed-combustionregime,reductionsin walltemperature 
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are predicted to result in increased amplitude and decreased frequency. These predictions 

closely match with the experimental observations.The effects ofequivalence ratio cannot 

beexplored since the reaction-rate equation used in the modelis only valid atstoichiomet-

ric conditions(Richards eta/. 1991). 

2.2 Nonlinearityin pulsed combustors 

Daw etal. investigated the behavior ofthe METCpulsed combustor and analytical model 

more closely, suspecting that the trends observed by Richards et al. (1991) were signs 

of deterministic chaotic behavior. Various techniques were used to confirm that the ex 

perimental pulsed combustor does exhibit nonlinear behavior. The nonlinearity of the 

Arrhenius rate law and the high dimensionality of the METC model led Daw et al. to 

suspectthatthe model might predict deterministic chaotic behavior despite the fact that it 

does not accountfor turbulent mixing.Asshown in Figure 2.5,as flow time is shortened, 

the model does in fact predict that the combustor will follow a classic period-doubling 

route to chaos(Moon 1987). Daw et al. proposed that chaotic behavior could be present 

in many combustion systems and, due to the resulting fluctuations in pressure and tem 

perature, could lead to reduced combustion efficiency and increased emission levels of 

pollutants such as NO;c(Daw et al. 1992;Daw et al. 1994;Daw et al. 1995). 

The nonlinear nature ofpulsed combustion has been independently confirmed by other 

studies. Analytical model studies performed at Sandia found that nonlinear coupling of 

various acoustic modes will produce nonlinear pressure oscillations of the type found in 

pulsed combustors(Margolis 1994). Sterling(1993)found that the combustor-pressure 

oscillations in alaboratory-scale pulsed combustor were described by alimit cycle with a 
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Figure 2.5: Bifurcation diagram showing the period-doubling route to chaos predicted 
by the METC model as flow time is shortened (Daw et al 1995). 

dimension greater than one. Sterling proposed that the combustion reaction was the source 

of the nonlinearity rather than nonlinear acoustic effects. An analytical model developed 

around this premise was shown to predict that the combustor will follow a period-doubling 

route to chaos as the mass flow rate of mixture is increased, in a manner similar to that 

predicted by Daw et al. (1992) (Sterling and Zukoski 1991; Sterling 1993). 
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2.3 Controlofpulsed combustors 

There has been considerable study dedicated toward applying active control to eliminate 

acoustically driven combustion oscillations because ofthe detrimentaleffectthey can have 

upon delicate system components such as turbine blades. A review ofthese studies is be 

yond the scope of this study. A thorough review of active control techniques to eliminate 

acoustically driven combustion instabilities can be found in McManus et al. (1991)(re-

published as McManus etal. 1993). 

Daw et al. (1992)speculated that the nonlinear nature of pulsed combustors would 

mean thatlinear control algorithms would be less effective ateliminating cyclic variability 

than would nonlinear control algorithms. A few studies have been conducted in which 

various nonlinear control methods were applied to the METC analytical model. 

Rhode et al. (1995) applied a variety of control techniques to the METC model to 

eliminate the pressure oscillations or promote regular oscillations to delay the onset of 

chaos. The friction factor of the tailpipe was used as the control parameter in this study. 

A derivative control scheme was applied in which the friction factor was increased by 

adding to it a value proportional to the derivative oftemperature with respectto time. The 

derivative controlscheme wasfound to be effective at eliminating the pressure oscillations 

and forcing the model to operate in a steady mode. Adaptive map-based control schemes 

were found to be effective in promoting the oscillatory behavior. Using occasional and 

recursive proportional feedback, the map-based control scheme was able to prevent the 

model from going through the period-doubling route to chaos described by Daw et al. 

(1995)and avoid flameout, thus extending the operating regime of the model to include 

shorter flow times. 

In etal.(1997)took a different approach toward controlling the behavior ofthe METC 
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model.In etal. soughtto delay flameoutofthe modelby maintaining the chaotic pressure 

oscillations. Characteristic trajectories which lead to flameout were identified and used to 

determine when to apply control actions to push the system away from flameout. When 

the model began to follow the mediating trajectory, a small perturbation was applied to 

the system by slightly increasing the flow time (i.e., decreasing the mass flow rate of the 

mixture). Using this strategy,In etal. were also able to extend the operating regimeofthe 

model to include shorter flow times. 



Chapter3 

Experimental Apparatusand Procedure 

3.1 Overview ofcombustor design and instrumentation 

The pulsed combustor used in this study is based upon the thermal pulse combustor de 

sign developed at METC in which the mixture is introduced at a constant flow rate and 

combustion is self-sustained by heattransferfrom the hotcombustor walls(Richards etal. 

1991). A series of modifications were made to the original design over the course ofthe 

study before arriving at the final configuration. 

3.1.1 Combustor design and construction 

The pulsed combustor used in this study is shown schematically in Figure 3.1; a pho 

tograph of the combustor is shown in Figure 3.2. The design consists of a main body, 

comprised of a mixing chamber and a combustion chamber,and an acoustically coupled 

tailpipe. The main body was constmcted by boring outthe5.1-cm(2-in)diameter mixing 

and combustion chambersfrom 6.35-cm(2.5-in)diameter 306stainless steel round-stock. 

24 
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Figure 3.2: Photograph of the pulsed combustor.
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The mixing chamber has an internal volume of 51.5 cc (3.14 in^) and the combustion 

chamber has an internal volume of 295 cc(18 in^). The tailpipe is constructed of 2.54-

cm(1-in)stainless steel tubing which has an inner diameter of 1.9cm(0.75 in). A conical 

section is included to make the transition from the combustion chamber to the tailpipe. 

The modular design ofthe tailpipe allows the length to be varied from 30.5 to 91.4cm(1 

to 3ft)in 30.5-cm(1-ft)increments. A tailpipe length of91.4cm(3 ft) was used in this 

study unless otherwise specified. 

The mixingchamber and combustion chamber are separated by asquare-celled honey 

comb ceramic flameholderthat providesa stablelocation onto which the flamecan anchor 

and acts as a heat source which helps sustain the combustion reaction after start-up. The 

ceramic chosen is a Celcor™ substrate from Coming International traditionally used in 

catalytic converters. The main components of the ceramic are silicon dioxide, alumina, 

and magnesium oxide. The flameholders are constracted by milling a 5.7-cm (2.25-in) 

diameter disk from a 6.35-mm (1/4-in) plate of the ceramic material. A cell density of 

200 cells-per-square-inch was chosen. With this density, the cell openings have a hy 

draulic diameter of 1.5 mm(0.06 in)which is smaller than the quenching diameter for an 

air-propane mixture, 1.8 mm(0.07 in)(Tums 1996). This prevents the flamefrom propa 

gating through the ceramic,thus anchoring it to the surface ofthe flameholder. Although 

the ceramic has a manufacturer-specified softening temperature of 1410°C(2570°F),the 

flameholder suffersthermaldamage and mustbe replaced after several hoursofcombustor 

operation. The flameholder is held in place between a stainless steel sleeve inserted in the 

mixing chamber and a shoulder on the combustion-chamber side. An endcap allows easy 

access to the combustorinterior so thatthe flameholder may bereplaced and thatthe swirl 

vanes on the air and fuel inlets may be positioned. 
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Amotorcyclespark pluginstalledin thecombustionchamberimmediately downstream 

ofthe ceramic flameholder and energized by an automotive coil is used to ignite the mix 

ture during start-up. The energy released by the combustion reaction heats the combustor 

walls and the ceramic flameholder which in tum heat the incoming fresh charge. Eventu 

ally,enough energy is supplied by the flameholder and combustor walls to auto-ignite the 

fresh charge and initiate a self-sustaining combustion reaction. At this point, the energy 

supplied by the spark plug is nolongerrequired to sustain combustion;however,for safety 

concerns,the spark plug is typically left on during operation. 

Analysisofthe pressureinsidethecombustionchamber wasfoundtobethe mosteffec 

tive method of characterizing the behavior of the system. A piezoelectric pressure trans 

ducer(Kistler, model 206)connected to a static-pressure tap located 4.75 cm(1.875 in) 

downstream ofthe ceramic flameholder is used to monitor the combustor pressure. Since 

the transducer is susceptible to thermaldamage when exposed to the high temperatures of 

the combustor wall and exhaust gases,the tap is water-cooled to prevent overheating. 

3.1.2 Supplying the mixture ^ 

The plumbing system for the combustor includes three separate lines which supply the 

air, primary fuel and supplemental fuel as shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. Air and fuel 

enter the mixing chamber in opposing streams. Each inlet has a swirl-inducing vane to 

enhance mixing.The air supply is obtainedfrom building air which is normally available 

at a pressure of689kPag(100 psig). Two,689-kPag(100-psig)propane tanks are used to 

supply the primary and supplementalfuel. 

The mass flow rates of air and primary fuel are intended to be maintained constant 

regardless of the pressure oscillations occurring within the combustion chamber. To ac-
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Figure 3.3: Interior design of the mixing chamber showing the swirl inlets and ceramic
hameholder.
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Figure 3.4: Sketch of a pulsed-combustor cross-section showing the fuel and air inlet
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complish this, the air and primary fuel supply lines each contain a critical-flow orifice as 

shown in Figure 3.4. Aslong as the supply pressure upstream ofeach orifice exceeds the 

critical pressure required for the Mach number to equal 1.0 at the orifice throat, 

(3.1) 

wherePis the pressure inside the combustion chamber and kx is the specific-heat ratio of 

air or fuel, the flow will be choked and the mass flow rate will remain constant despite 

the downstream pressure oscillations. Tests wereconducted in which pressure transducers 

were used to measure the pressure on either side of the critical-flow orifices while the 

pulsed combustor was operating to insure that the combustor-pressure oscillations do not 

cause the orifices to become unchoked. For choked flow with M=1,the mass flow rates 

of air and primary fuel are given by 

and thus depend upon only the orifice diameter, dx, the supply pressure, Po^', and the 

supply temperature, To^x- Smallchanges in the mass flow rates are accomplished by vary 

ing the supply pressures using a pressure regulator installed in each line, upstream of 

the critical-flow orifice. Larger changes in mass flow rate are achieved by replacing the 

critical-flow orifices with larger- or smaller-diameter orifices. The supply temperatures 

are assumed to be maintained constant atroom temperature. 

The operating condition ofthe combustor is defined by two operating parameters: the 

equivalence ratio and acharacteristic flow time. The equivalence ratio,(j), is defined as the 

ratio ofthe stoichiometric air-to-fuel ratio to the actual air-to-fuel ratio being supplied to 
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the mixing chamber viathe air and primary fuel supply lines, 

. ^Pstoich /■I i\ 
^ = aF^-

Thus, (j) > 1 for rich conditions; (|) = 1 at stoichiometric conditions; and (j) < 1 for lean 

conditions. The characteristic flow time, x, is a reference value which is inversely related to 

the mass flow rate of the mixture and is meant to serve as a crude estimation of the average 

time the mixture spends inside the combustion chamber. The flow time is determined as 

intemal volume of combustion chamber 
X = . (3.4)

standardized volumetric flow rate of the imxture 

Consequently, a low mass flow rate corresponds to a long flow time and a high mass flow 

rate corresponds to a short flow time. It should be noted that the flow time is only a 

reference value which is used to specify the operating condition. The flow time does not 

accurate predict the time that a particle would actually reside in the combustion chamber 

due to the conversion of the volumetric flow rate to standard conditions and the pulsating 

nature of the flow inside the pulsed combustor. 

It can be seen that both the equivalence ratio and the flow time — and thus the operating 

condition of the combustor — depend solely upon the mass flow rates of air and fuel. 

As previously mentioned, the use of critical-flow oriflces in the supply lines allows the 

mass flow rate of air and primary fuel to be set by controlling the supply pressure and 

selecting an orifice with an appropriate diameter. Therefore, the operating condition of 

the combustor may be controlled in a similar manner. 

The air and primary fuel lines are constructed of stainless steel tubing with Swagelok® 

fittings. The critical-flow orifices are constructed of 0.127-mm (0.005-in) steel shim-stock, 

die-punched and drilled to the appropriate size. This construction method is inexact and 

results in orifices which are not perfectly circular. The effective diameters of the critical-
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flow orifices are approximated by placing the orifice under a microscope and measuring 

the diameter along two axes then averaging the two values. If the two diameter measure 

ments are found to vary by more than ±25.4fjim(±0.001 in),that orifice is not used. The 

orifices are placed against the shoulder of a Swagelok® fitting and held in place by the 

tubing as shown in Figure 3.4. 

3.1.3 Acousticfrequency 

The pulsed combustor is designed to operate as a Helmholtz combustor with a small-

diameter tailpipe acoustically coupled to a larger-diameter combustion chamber. With 

this configuration, the fundamental acoustic frequency, at which the combustor should 

pulse,is given by 

= (3.5) 
2k\I LtVc 

where a is the speed of sound. At and Lt are the cross-sectional area and length of the 

tailpipe, respectively, and Vc is the intemal volume of the corribustor. The configuration 

ofthe current design results in an acoustic frequency ofapproximately 100Hz,assuming 

properties ofair at an exhaust-gas temperature of 1000K. 

The pressure tap also has the potential to act as an acoustic resonator. The original 

design used a 15-cm(6-in)long pressure tap. With this length, the pressure tap would 

have an acoustic frequency of approximately 85 Hz. There was concern that this acoustic 

mode would interfere with the combustor behavior or the ability to measure the pressure 

oscillations accurately. A 8.5-m(28-ft)long damping coil was added to the length ofthe 

pressure tap to reduce the acousticfrequency to approximately 10Hz. 
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3.1.4 Control 

As will be discussed in Chapter 6,the mass flow rate offuel was found to be an effec 

tive control parameter for modifying the combustor dynamics. Various injection tech 

niques and locations for a supplemental fuel supply were tested, but the best results 

were obtained by injecting the supplemental fuel coaxial with the primary fuel supply 

as shown in Figure 3.4. When a control action is required, a small pulse offuel is intro 

duced through the supplemental fuel line using a low-flow piezoelectric valve(Maxtex, 

model MV-112)capable ofcycling at 250 Hz. The throughputofthe valve is determined 

by the voltage applied and the supply pressure of the gas and can be varied over a range 

of0to 2500cc/minSA(0to 0.088cfm SA). 

The system used to control the injection ofsupplementalfuel is shown in Figures 3.5 

and 3.6. When a control action is deemed necessary, the controller applies a voltage 

drop(6V)across a solid-state relay,closing the relay and completing the circuit between 

the piezoelectric valve and the 80-V power supply. The piezoelectric valve then opens 

allowing additional fuel to enter the pulsed combustor. A rotameter installed upstream of 

the piezoelectric valve is used to measure the average flow rate of supplemental fuel. A 

surge tank is installed to decouple the piezoelectric valve and the rotameter and to insure 

a more steady flow offuel throughout the duration of the control action. The controller 

terminates the control action by removing the voltage drop across the relay, breaking the 

circuit and causing the piezoelectric valve to close. 

3.1.5 Instrumentation 

Several instruments are used to determine the operating condition and monitor the dy 

namic behavior ofthe combustor.A486-33MHzpersonalcomputer(PC)equipped with a 
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Figure 3.5: Photograph of the pulsed combustor which shows the supplemental fuel-
injection system used to introduce the control perturbations.
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of supplemental fuel-injection system used to introduce control
perturbations.
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12-bit analog-to-digital(A/D)conversion card(NationalInstruments,model AT-MIO-16) 

is used to collect and reduce the data and make control decisions. This process is con 

trolled by a C-I-+ code written in-house by the Chaos Research Group at the University of 

Tennessee,Knoxville(written byDean Edwardsincorporating graphic routines written by 

Dr. Nicolaas van Goor). 

The operating condition ofthe combustor is defined by the equivalence ratio and flow 

time which depend upon the supply pressures, supply temperatures and diameters of the 

critical-flow orifices that are installed. The diameters ofthe orifices are measured during 

constmction and the supply temperatures are always assumed to be at standard room tem 

perature. Therefore, only the supply pressures need be monitored while the combustor 

is in operation. To accomplish this, a resistance-type pressure transducer(Cole-Parmer, 

model68971-10)is placed upstream ofthe critical-flow orifice in the air and primary fuel 

lines. The transducers have a manufacturer-specified operating range of0 to 689 kPag 

(0to ICQ psig),an accuracy of±0.1%FS,atime response of 1 msand4to 20mA output. 

The transducer output is routed to a digital reader with an accuracy of±0.1%FS.Replac 

ing ajumper on the inputconnections ofthe digital reader with a 100-^2 resistor provides 

a voltage drop which can be read by the A/D card. 

A piezoelectric pressure transducer (Kistler, model 206)which measures oscillations 

aboutthe time-averaged mean pressure is used to monitorthecombustor pressure.A dual-

mode amplifier(Kistler,model5004)is used to process theraw signalfrom the transducer 

and amplify it to a readable range. The transducer has a manufacturer-specified range of 

0to 551.3 kPa(0 to 80 psi), a threshold of6.89Pa(0.001 psi)and a rise time of3^s. It 

is capable ofdetecting pressure oscillations occurring atfrequencies aslow as 0.05 Hz— 

lower-frequency oscillations are filtered out as the transducer adjusts to the varying mean 
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pressure. The transducer and amplifier each have a manufacturer-specified accuracy of 

±1%.The amplified signal is band-passed using an analog filter(Rockland, model 852). 

The high-pass filter is set at 0.1 Hz to eliminate any DC-bias and the low-pass filter is 

set at half the sampling frequency to eliminate aliasing. The pressure-transducer signal 

is sampled using the PC or, for higher sampling rates, a digital oscilloscope (Nicolet, 

model440)capable ofsamplingfrequencies up to 10MHz. 

A shielded,Type-Kthermocouple is attached to the exterior wallofthecombustornear 

the location of the ceramic flameholder to provide an approximation of the combustion-

chamber wall temperature at the flame front. While the reading is below the actual in 

side wall temperature, this reading is adequate to determine when steady state has been 

achieved and to provide a reference point to help insure accurate duplication of test con 

ditions. The average exhaust-gas temperature is measured by a second Type-K ther 

mocouple installed at the tailpipe exit. A thermocouple reader and linearizer (Extech, 

model KR401030)is used to provide a 0°C reference point and to linearize the output 

ofeach thermocouple. The output ofthe thermocouple readers are connected to the A/D 

card. 

A viewing port is installed in the exhaustsystem which allows the observer to look up 

the tailpipe into the combustion chamber. Correlations can then be made between events 

seen in the pressure traces and the actual combustion events that are observed to occur 

inside the combustor. 

A flame ionization detector,orFID,(ThermoEnvironmentalInstruments,model51)is 

used to sample the exhaust gases to measure the unbumed-hydrocarbon(UHC)emission 

levels. TheFID has a manufacturer-specified detection range of0.1 to 10,000ppm with an 

accuracy of±2% ofthe reading. The 5-s response time ofthe FID is too slow for cycle-
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resolved measurements.Instead,readings are time-averaged overa period of1-2min.An 

oxygen analyzer(Beckman, model CM-11 EA)is used to measure the concentration of 

oxygen in the exhaust gases. 

The instantaneous amount offuel injected during eaeh control perturbation could not 

be easily measured; therefore, the following procedure was developed to determine the 

time-averaged mass flow rate ofsupplemental fuel. A surge tank and rotameter(Omega, 

model FL-3404G-NV)are installed upstream of the piezoelectric valve. The surge tank 

serves as damping volume to decouple the rotameterfrom the discontinuous flow through 

the valve. Thus, the rotameter sees a near-steady flow rate equal to the time-averaged 

throughputofthe valve. The time-averaged mass flow rate is used to determine the effec 

tive equivalence ratio, which would exist were the control perturbations introduced ata 

steady rate via the primary fuel supply. 

The data-acquisition and control(DAC)code has a graphical user interface (GUI) 

which presents the data graphically and allows data-collection and control settings to be 

changed quickly and easily. The code monitors the combustor pressure and displays it on 

a strip chart. The air and primaryfuel supply pressures are monitored so thatthe operating 

condition ofthe pulsed combustorcan be determined based upon user-specified valuesfor 

the diameters of the critical-flow orifices. An option in the code allows the operator to 

continuously monitorthe wall and exhaust-gastemperatures,as well as the operating con 

dition,on strip charts to insure thatequilibrium has been reached prior to data collection. 

Real-time data-analysistechniques available with theDACcodeinclude Fouriertransform 

and time-return maps. 

The DAC code is capable of sampling the combustor pressure at frequencies up to 

1000Hz. Data collection is initiated and terminated by the operator. The number of data 
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points which maybecollected islimited only by the amountofhard-drivespace available. 

The combustor-pressure data are written to an ASCII data file. Immediately prior to 

and following data collection, the code determines the operating condition of the pulsed 

combustor and writes it, as well as the wall temperature and exhaust-gas temperature and 

composition, to a log file. Other statistics including the date, time, data-collection rate, 

numberofdata points collected and control settings are also written to the log file. 

The control algorithm(discussed in Chapter6)is builtinto theDAGcode. Control can 

be activated and deactivated at any time by the operator,and control settings can be varied 

easily through the GUI.When control is active,the state ofthe control signal is recorded 

in the data file along with the combustor-pressure signal. The state ofthe control signal is 

indicated by the following system which corresponds to the voltage ofthe control signal 

being sent to the relay: "1"-control is in stand-by mode,"2"-control is in learning 

mode,"0"-control is active but no control action is being taken,"6"-control is active 

and a control action is being taken. With this information,it is possible to reconstruct the 

control activation/deactivation sequencefrom the data file. 

3.2 Uncertainty analysis 

The operating condition of the pulsed combustor is defined by the equivalence ratio and 

a characteristic flow time. Both operating parameters depend solely upon the mass flow 

rates ofair and primary fuel which,in turn,depend upon the diameters ofthe critical-flow 

orifices andthesupply pressures andtemperatures. Anuncertainty analysis wasperformed 

to determine how uncertainties in these measurements affect the accuracy in determining 

the operating condition and the ability to accurately reproduce the operating condition of 
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a given test. 

The uncertainty in measuring the diameters ofthe critical-flow orifices were found to 

have the largest effect upon the accuracy of determining the equivalence ratio and flow 

time. However, while accuracy is important,the primary concern is the ability to accu 

rately reproduce a given test condition. Since the same set of critical-flow orifices would 

he used in reproducing a test condition, the uncertainties in the diameter of the orifices 

have no effect upon the repeatability oftest conditions. 

3.2.1 Uncertainty in determining equivalence ratio 

In this study,the equivalence ratio, (j), is defined as the ratio of the stoichiometric air-to-

fuel ratio to the actual air-to-fuel ratio of the mixture as supplied by the air and primary 

fuel, 

^ — ̂Pstoich~. • (^•6) 
ma 

Since the mass flow rates of air and primary fuel are maintained constant by the critical-

flow orifices,the equivalence ratio can be evaluated using Equation 3.2to yield 

'= l-VJ^ . (3.7) 
The uneertainty in determining the equivalence ratio is then evaluated using the Kline-

McClintock method(Figliola and Beasley 1995). Uncertainty in the measurement of the 

orifice diameters and supply pressures and temperatures are assumed to contribute to the 

uncertainty in equivalence ratio. For simplicity,the specific heat ratios of air and fuel are 
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considered to be known with no uncertainty. This treatment yields 

, r/a(t) /a(j) V / 3(1) / 3(|) 

,,1/2 (3-8)
/ 3(|) \ f ^ 

Evaluation ofthe partial derivatives in Equation 3.8 and division by the equivalence ratio 

yields 

(3.9) 

The individual contributions to the overall uncertainty are considered as follows. The 

critical-flow orifices are constructed by die-punchiiig a disc from 0.127-mm (0.005-in) 

steel shim-stock and drilling the appropriately sized hole using a drill press and a spe 

cially constructed jig. This construction method is inexact and results in orifices which 

are not perfectly circular. The effective diameters ofthe critical-flow orifices are approx 

imated by placing the orifice under a microscope and measuring the diameter along two 

axesthen averaging thetwo values.Ifthetwo diameter measurementsarefoundto vary by 

morethan ±25.4jum(±0.001 in),that orifice is notused. Thisleads to an assumed uncer 

tainty in average diameter of Uave=±12.7fum(±0.0005 in). The microscope(Scherr Tu-

mico,model98-0001)has a manufacturer-specified resolution of±2.54/im(±0.0001 in), 

however, actual measurement of the orifices is felt to be possible only to a resolution of 

er =±12.7 jum(±0.0005 in). Based upon this, the estimated uncertainty in the orifice 

diameter is considered to be given by 

Ud=^\f^^^e (3-10) 

which yields a value of =±18.0/nm(±0.0007in). 
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Supply pressures are monitored usingresistance-type pressuretransducers placed in the 

plumbing system upstream ofeach critical-flow orifice and connected to digital readers. 

The pressure transducers and digital readers both have a manufacturer-specified accuracy 

of±0.1%FS which translates to ±0.7kPa(±0.1 psi)and resultsin acombined overallin 

strumenterror of =±1.0kPa(±0.15 psi). During test runs,pressure fluctuations often 

occur in the supply lines(especially in the building-air supply) but are limited in magni 

tude bythe pressureregulatorsin each line. Thesefluctuations are accountedforbyinclud 

ing a contribution, Upf=±0.7 kPa(±0.1 psi), to the uncertainty in supply pressure. Fi 

nally,since the pressure transducers measure gage pressure,the readings are converted to 

absolute pressure by adding the atmospheric pressure,assumed to be99.9kPaa(14.5 psia) 

at the elevation ofthe laboratory. Day-to-day fluctuations in atmospheric pressure due to 

meteorological conditions are accounted for by including a conservative contribution to 

the uncertainty in supply pressure, Uam=±1-6 kPa(±0.5 in ofHg). The uncertainty in 

supply pressure measurementdue to these contributions is assumed to be given by 

Up„=±^ul-\-ulf+ultm- (3-11) 

This treatment yields an uncertainty in supply pressure of up^ — ±2.0kPa(0.3 psi). 

The supply temperatures are not monitored but are assumed to be the same as the 

room temperaturefor the laboratory. Based upon Equation 3.9,it appears thatthe supply-

temperature uncertainties are the smallestcontribution to the overall uncertainty in equiv 

alence ratio. A temperature of21.4°C(70°F)is assumed in calculation of the operating 

conditions with aconservative uncertainty of upg=±5.6°C(±10°F). 

Results of the uncertainty analysis for the operating conditions used in this study are 

shown in Table 3.1. As can be seen,the accuracy error in determining equivalence ratio 

is quite large,ranging from ±7.3% to ±10.4% and increasing with flow time. The uncer-
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Table 3.1: Uncertaintyin accurately evaluating and reproducing the operating condition 
ofthepulsed combustorfor the testcases used in this study. 

(a)T=50ms 

measurement uncertainties air fuel 

diameter ofcritical-flow orifice 2362±18//m 508±18pm 

(0.093±0.0007in) (0.020±0.0007in) 

supply pressure 538±2kPag 317-724±2kPag 

(78±0.3 psig) (46-105±0.3 psig) 

supply temperature 21.4±5.6°C 21.4±5.6°C 

(70±10°F) (70±10°F) 

X 

accuracy error ±7.3% ±1.8% 

repeatability error ±1.5% ±1.0% 

(b)T=75 ms 

measurement uncertainties air fuel 

diameter ofcritical-flow orifice 2235±18pm 406±18pm 

(0.088±0.0007in) (0.016±0.0007in) 

supply pressure 372±2kPag 248-744±2kPag 

(54±0.3 psig) (36-108±0.3 psig) 

supply temperature 21.4±5.6°C 21.4±5.6°C 

(70±10°F) (70±10°F) 

<1) X 

accuracy error ±9.0% ±1.9% 

repeatability error ±1.7% ±1.1% 
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Table3.1:(continued) 

(c)t=100ms 

measurement uncertainties air fuel 

diameter ofcritical-flow orifice 2057± 18^m 356± 18^m 

(0.081±0.0007in) (0.014±0.0007in) 

supply pressure 331 ±2kPag 124-751±2kPag 
(48±0.3psig) (18-109±0.3 psig) 

supply temperature 21.4±5.6°C 21.4±5.6°C 

(70±10°F) (70±10°F) 

<1> X 

accuracy error ±10.4% ±2.0% 

repeatability error ±2.2% ±1.1% 

tainty in critical-orifice diameter has the largest contribution to accuracy error. The use 

ofsmaller-diameter orifices to produce longerflow times are responsible for the majority 

of the increase in accuracy error with flow time. The repeatability error in equivalence 

ratio is significantly smaller, ranging from ±1.5% to ±2.2%. Again,the error is seen to 

increase with flow time; however, the increase is not as dramatic as with the accuracy 

error. While the accuracy error may cause some concem about the ability to determine 

the actual equivalence ratio of the mixture,especially for high equivalence ratios, the re 

peatability error is quite low, allowing for accurate reproduction of test conditions. The 

accuracy of the equivalence ratio calculations were checked using two independent ex 

perimental methods. Each orifice was calibrated over a range of mass flow rates using 

a hot-film anemometer to measure the average velocity in each supply line. Secondly, 

the oxygen analyzer was used to measure the oxygen content of the exhaust gases over a 
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range ofequivalence ratios for each combination of critical-flow orifices used. Both tests 

confirmed thatthe equivalence calculations were accurate within the specified uncertainty 

levels. 

3.2.2 Uncertainty in determining flow time 

Thecharacteristic flow time,t,is a reference value which is meantto crudely approximate 

ofthe average time the mixture resides inside the combustion chamber as determined by 

dividing the combustor internal volume by the standardized volumetric flow rate of the 

fresh mixture. The mass flow rate of the mixture can be assumed to be equal to the sum 

ofthe mass flow rates of air and primary fuel introduced to the combustor.The density of 

the mixture changes with its composition which not only depends upon the equivalence 

ratio at which the combustor is operating but which also changes as combustion occurs. 

Therefore, the density of air at standard conditions is used to standardize the flow time 

calculation. Thus,the flow time is given by 

t = (3.12)
rha+Thf 

Substituting for the mass flow rates from Equation 3.2 yields 

Vc PSSL 
T = 

P T^dl I ka + I p .^/ rw~A/+1\2-2A:/ 

(3.13) 

As with equivalence ratio,the Kline-McClintock method is used to estimate the uncer 

tainty in determining the flow time. Assuming no uncertainty in the determination ofthe 
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specific-heat ratios for air and fuel,the uncertainty in flow time is given as 

3x dx 3x 
M-t = ± Ud + ^Po + ^Podda \^df ^Po.a ^PoJ 

(3.14) 
9x 3x 

+ -"To + -^To
dTo,a ") \dToj 

Notice that the internal volume of the combustor and the density of the mixture are as 

sumed not to contribute to the overall uncertainty in flow time, despite the fact that both 

have a significant uncertainty associated with their value. Since the same internal vol 

ume and density values are used in each flow time calculation,the uncertainty in internal 

volume and density have no effect upon the ability to accurately perform repeated eval 

uations at the same operating condition, which, as stated earlier, is the primary concern. 

Evaluating the partial derivatives in Equation 3.14 and dividing through by x yields 

2 

+[Cf ^Pq 

Po,f 
(3.15) 

where 

nir 

a = (3.16) 
ma+riif 

Using thesame approximationsfor the individual contributions as before,the accuracy 

and repeatability errors in the flow time were evaluated for the operating conditions used 

in this study with the results shown in Table 3.1. Both the accuracy and repeatability 

errors are much smaller for the flow time than for the equivalence ratio. The accuracy 

error ranges from ±1.8% to ±2.0%, and the repeatability error ranges from ±1.0% to 

±1.1%. 
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3.3 Experimental procedure 

A typical experimental ran begins by first insuring that the laboratory exhaustsystem and 

carbon monoxide detector are functioning properly. Cooling water is introduced to the 

pressure-tap coolingjacket and the spark plug is activated. TheFID and oxygen analyzer 

must be calibrated before each ran. Breathing-quality air and a span gas composed of 

983 ppm of propane with air as the base gas are used to zero the FID and establish a 

calibration point. Nitrogen and breathing-quality air are used to zero and calibrate the 

oxygen analyzer. 

The remaining data-collection instruments are then activated and checked to insure 

proper operation. TheDAC code is initiated and a series of tests are performed to insure 

that the code is operating properly and that valid data are being received from the data-

collection instruments. 

After donning ear protection,the air supply is sufficiently pressurized to insure choked 

flow. With the fuel cut-off valve closed, the primary and supplemental fuel supply lines 

are pressurized and the power supply for the piezoelectric valve is turned on. A slightly 

rich mixture has proven bestfor a quick,efficient start-up. After a final safety check,the 

fuel cut-off valve is opened allowing fuel to enter the combustor through the primary fuel 

supply line. 

Start-up ofthe pulsed combustoris rather dramatic. Thespark plug supplies alocalized 

ignition source which is incapable of initiating self-sustained combustion throughout the 

combustion chamber. Instead, the initial stage of start-up is characterized by a series of 

extremely intense combustion events as a combustible mixture builds in the combustion 

chamber until ignited by the spark plug. The flame kernel introduced by the spark plug 

consumes all the available fuel in a rapid combustion event. Another combustion event 
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Figure 3.7: Pressure trace collected during the initial stages ofcombustorstart-up. This 
stage ofstart-up is characterized by occasional, intense combustion events. The signal 
depicts oscillations aboutthe time-averaged mean combustorpressure. 

cannot occur until a sufficient fuel inventory has once again built up in the vicinity of 

the spark plug. Figure 3.7shows a combustor-pressure time series collected during this 

initial stage ofstart-up. Ascan be seen,the combustion events are characterized by alarge 

pressure spike which may exceed 1 atm above ambient pressure followed by a decaying 

oscillation which occurs atthe acousticfrequency ofthe tailpipe. Thesecombustion events 

produce a sound pressure level in excess of 120 db, and the rapid "banging" is often 

said to sound like automatic-rifle fire. The time between successive combustion events is 

dependent upon the time required for the fuel concentration to rise to acombustible level 

in the vicinity ofthe spark plug. This behavioris very similarto thatobserved by Richards 

etal.(1991)when operating atlow combustor-walltemperatures. 

A few minutes of this behavior are often required until the ceramic flameholder and 

combustor walls are heated to a temperature sufficient to auto-ignite the fuel and initi 

ate a global, self-sustained combustion reaction. Observations through the viewing port 

in the exhaust system show that the flame front initially forms in the combustion cham 

ber and more heating of the ceramic is required before the flame attaches to the ceramic 
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Figure 3.8: Pressure trace collected during combustor start-up showing the initiation
of self-sustained combustion and the subsequent attachment of the dame to the ceramic
dameholder. The signal depicts oscillations about the time-averaged mean combustor
pressure.

flameholder. Figure 3.8 shows a pressure trace collected as self-sustained combustion

is initiated and the flame becomes attached to the flameholder. While the flame front is

located in the combustion chamber, the combustor operates in a steady mode with small,

random fluctuations about the mean pressure. Once the flame is attached to the ceramic

flameholder, the combustor begins to operate in a pulsed mode, as evident by the higher-

amplitude oscillations in combustor pressure. Once the combustion reaction becomes

self-sustained and the flame is anchored to the ceramic flameholder, the spark plug has no

effect upon combustion quality (see Section 4.4.1) and may be deactivated; however, it is

usually left on for safety and to hasten recovery from flameout.

Once the flame has anchored to the flameholder, the air and primary fuel supply pres

sures are brought to the levels needed to produce the desired operating condition. The

wall and exhaust-gas temperatures and exhaust-gas composition are monitored to insure

that the system has reached equilibrium at the new operating condition before data are

collected.
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In case of emergency, the combustor may be shut-down by closing the fuel cut-off 

valve.In normalshut-down procedure,thefuelsupplies are cutoffattheir source allowing 

thefuel supply lines to be partially evacuated. The airsupplyis typically leftonforseveral 

minutes to help evacuate any residual fuel from the combustor. When flameout occurs 

during operation ofthe combustor,the fuel cut-off valve is closed as soon as possible. A 

rapid restart may be achieved byincreasing theequivalenceratio to slightly rich conditions 

and reopening the fuel cut-off valve with the spark plug energized. 



Chapter4 

Characterization ofcombustor 

dynamics 

4.1 Analysis ofcombustor behavior 

One of the primary goals of this study is to perform a thorough, systematic analysis of 

the behavior ofthe pulsed combustor over a wide range ofoperating conditions. This was 

accomplished by operating the pulsed combustor atthree differentflow timesand reducing 

the equivalence ratios from slightly rich conditions to the point at which flame extinction 

occurred. The combustor pressure, combustion-chamber wall temperature and exhaust-

gas temperature and composition were monitored to detect changes in behavior at the 

various operating conditions. Visual observations were made through the viewing port in 

the exhaustsystem in order to correlate any observed trendsin the datato the actual events 

observed to occur inside the combustion chamber. Long data sets(approximately 60,000 

records) were collected at high sampling rates(up to 5000Hz)to insure that statistically 

significant information could be obtained from the various data-analysis techniques used 
50 
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Figure 4.1: Combustor-pressure time-series segments which demonstrate the effect of 
combustor-wall temperature, T^,, upon the performance of the pulsed combustor. The 
signals depict oscillations about the time-averaged mean combustorpressure. 

to characterize the behavior ofthe combustor. 

4.1.1 Wall-temperature effects 

Richards et al. (1991) were able to show both experimentally and analytically that the 

combustion-chamber wall temperature has a significant effect upon the behavior of the 

thermal pulse combustor, hence the name. Similar effects were found during the current 

study. High walltemperatures werefoundtoenhance thecombustion quality,especially at 

very lean conditions where flameout can be delayed by increasing the temperature ofthe 

combustion-chamber wall and the ceramic flameholder.Figure 4.1showstwo combustor-

pressure time series recorded while the pulsed combustor was operating at an equivalence 

ratio of(j)=0.606 and a flow time ofx=50 ms. The pressure time series shown in Fig 

ure 4.1(a) was collected while the combustor was being operated normally, whereas the 

pressure time series shownin Figure4.1(b)was collected with the combustorinsulated as 

shown in Figure 4.2to reduce the heatloss to the surroundings and raise the walltemper-
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Figure 4.2: Photograph showing the pulsed combustor with the tailpipe placed in a ther
mocouple furnace and the combustion chamber wrapped in ceramic insulation to reduce
heat loss and elevate the wall temperature.

ature. Without insulation, the steady-state wall temperature is 440 K, and the combustor

behavior is very unstable with frequent misfires which eventually lead to an unrecoverable

flameout. With insulation, the wall temperature reaches steady state at 525 K, and the

combustor behavior is much more stable without any occurrence of misfire and relatively

small cycle-to-cycle variations in the magnitude of the combustor-pressure oscillations.

At a given operating condition, the pulsed combustor will eventually reach thermal

equilibrium at a steady-state temperature. As should be expected, due to differences in
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the amount of heat release at different operating conditions,the value ofthe steady-state 

temperature varies with the operating condition. It was also found that the steady-state 

temperature can vary over repeated test runs conducted on different days but at the same 

operating condition. The changes in behavior are greater than can be explained by the 

uncertainty in reproducing a given operating condition which suggests that other factors, 

such as day-to-day fluctuations in the heat loss from the combustor due to changes in the 

ambientconditions ofthe test facility,could be responsible. 

Thedependenceofthebehaviorofthecombustoruponthe walltemperature hasserious 

implications for engineering systems in which the pulsed combustor is used for heating 

applications. Itseemsclear thatthe rate ofheattransferfrom thecombustorhas adramatic 

effect upon the stability of the system, especially at lean operating conditions. In this 

study,no effort has been madeto actively controlthe heattransfer ratefrom thecombustor 

to explore how engineering applications ofthe pulsed combustor mightbe affected by this 

wall-temperature dependence. However,the wall temperature is monitored to ensure that 

thecombustorhasreached steady state before datacollection isinitiated to avoid hysteresis 

error which would otherwise occur when changing the operating condition during a test 

run. Also,in comparing data collected at similar operating conditions buton different test 

runs,care has been taken to insure thatthe wall temperaturefor those tests are similar. 

4.1.2 Equivalence-ratio effects 

Bycomparing pressure time series collected atsimilar massflow rates but differentequiv 

alence ratios, Richards et al. (1991)found that the thermal pulse combustor undergoes a 

transition from high-amplitude pulsations to low-amplitude pulsations as the equivalence 

ratio is lowered. During transition between the two modes,the combustor behavior inter-
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mittently switches between the high- and low-amplitude oscillations. 

In the current study,the behavior ofthe pulsed combustor was alsofound to be highly 

dependent upon the equivalence ratio ofthe fresh charge introduced into the combustion 

chamber. At all operating conditions, the behavior of the system is dominated by large 

pressure oscillations which occur at the acoustic frequency of the combustor. At most 

operating conditions,there is significant variability in behaviorfrom one cycle to the next 

indicating thatthere are cycle-to-cycle fluctuationsin the quality ofthecombustion events. 

This cyclic variability is easily detectable by observing the cycle-to-cycle fluctuations in 

the magnitude ofthe combustor-pressure oscillations. Atnear-stoichiometric and slightly 

lean equivalence ratios,the cyclic variability is relatively small and appears to be random 

in nature. As the equivalence ratio approaches the lean flammability limit, combustion 

instabilities begin to develop which greatly increase the cyclic variability in combustion 

quality. The combustion instabilities force the combustor into a characteristic pattem of 

misfire and recovery and eventually lead to an unrecoverable flameout. 

The onset of the combustion instabilities was investigated by holding the flow time 

constant and decreasing the equivalence ratio from slightly rich conditions to the point at 

which the combustor experiences an unrecoverable flameout. Figure 4.3 illustrates the 

onset ofthe combustion instabilities using typical time-series segments ofthe combustor 

pressure, measured relative to the time-averaged mean pressure,recorded over a range of 

equivalence ratios at a flow time oft=50 ms. The combustor pressure undergoes large-

magnitude oscillations atthe acousticfrequency ofthecombustor,which is approximately 

100 Hz; however,the temperature of the exhaust gases decreases with equivalence ratio 

causing the frequency ofthe oscillations to decrease by as much as 20Hzover the range 

ofequivalence ratios shown here. 
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Atnear-stoichiometric conditions(Figures 4.3(a)-4.3(c)),there is significant variabil 

ity in the combustion qualityfrom onecycle to the next asevidenced by the cycle-to-cycle 

fluctuations in the magnitude ofthe combustor-pressure oscillations. As seen through the 

observation port, atthese operating conditions,the flame remains attached to the ceramic 

flameholder but occasionally flickers. 

Asthe mixture is madeincreasingly lean(Figure 4.3(d)),the average amplitude ofthe 

combustor-pressure oscillations increases slightly and the cycle-to-cycle fluctuations in 

magnitude decrease signiflcantly until the combustor-pressure oscillations become fairly 

regular with relatively minor cyclic variability(Figure 4.3(e)). The occurrence of flame 

flicker diminishes greatly at these conditions. 

With further reductions in equivalence ratio, the cyclic variability again begins to in 

crease. Occasionally,the combustion quality becomes extremely poor resulting in a near 

misfire (e.g., att=0.65 s in Figure 4.3(f)). The pulsed combustor begins to experience 

intermittent shifts between a relatively stable mode ofoperation and a modein which the 

combustion quality alternates between good and extremely poorin a periodic pattern with 

afrequency on the order of 10Hz(Figure 4.3(g)). Similar intermittencies were observed 

by Richards er flZ. (1991). 

As the equivalence ratio approaches the lean flammability limit(Figures 4.3(h) and 

4.3(i)), the system begins to visit the more stable mode less frequently — if ever. During 

the poor-quality combustion events,the system actually begins to misfire as confirmed by 

visual observations in which the flame is seen to be extinguished. Misfire is followed by 

a rapid recovery in which the magnitude ofthe combustor-pressure oscillations becomes 

quite large before the system slowly decays toward another misfire. Thefrequency ofthe 

misfire-and-recovery pattem is on the order of 10Hz; however,the frequency decreases 
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slightly as the equivalence ratio is decreased. With less energy being released due to the 

frequent misfires,the combustor wall and the ceranuc flameholder begin to cool. Eventu 

ally, at the edge of the lean flammability limit, the cooling is sufficient to extinguish the 

self-sustaining reaction, at which point the pulsed combustor experiences an unrecover 

able flameout(Figure 4.3(1)at t=0.8 s),even with the spark plug firing. 

Thechangesin the behavior ofthe combustor are very noticeable to the human ear and 

it suspected that acoustic sensors could be used to monitor the behavior ofthe combustor 

without the intrusiveness created by the pressure tap. The decrease in acoustic frequency 

with equivalence ratio —dueto decreasing exhaust-gastemperature—is very evident. At 

moderately lean conditions where the behavior is the moststable,the combustor produces 

asmooth roar. At higher equivalence ratios where there is significant cyclic variability in 

combustion quality, the combustor sounds much more rough and irregular. At very lean 

conditions where the behavior is dominated by the combustion instabilities, the sound 

produced by the combustoris often compared to the sound made by a hotrod or a Harley-

Davidson® motorcycle. 

The actual onset of the combustion instabilities is evident in power-spectral-density 

(PSD) plots of the combustor pressure (Figure 4.4). The combustion instabilities ap 

pear as a peak on the order of 10 Hzin the power spectrum which is first detected at an 

equivalence ratio of (|)=0.665(Figure 4.4(e)) at this flow rate. At this operating con 

dition, the development of the instabilities is not readily obvious in the pressure traces 

(Figure 4.3); however, the UHC emission levels begin to increase sharply at this point 

(see Figure 4.3) suggesting that combustion quality has decreased. At higher equiva 

lence ratios (Figures 4.4(a)-4.4(d)), the power spectrum is dominated by peaks at the 

fundamental acoustic frequency and its harmonics. Once the instabilities begin to de-
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velop,the harmonics hecome less powerful. As the equivalence ratio approaches the lean 

flammability limit,the powerofthe combustion instabilities continues to grow until, at an 

equivalence ratio of(|)=0.558(Figure 4.4(h)),itis almostofthesame order as thatofthe 

acoustically driven oscillations. 

4.1.3 Flow-time effects 

Richards etal.(1991)found that decreasing the massflow rate ofthe mixture(i.e., length 

ening the flow time)resulted in changes in the behavior of the thermal pulse combustor 

similar to those observed by decreasing the equivalence ratio. Atvery long flow times,the 

combustor was found to operate in a steady mode. Various analytical models have been 

shown to predict that pulsed comhustors will follow a period-doubling route to chaos as 

the mass flow rate ofthe mixture is increased(Daw et al. 1995;Sterling 1993). 

In this study, the effects of flow time (i.e., mass flow rate) upon the behavior of the 

pulsed combustor were investigated by repeating the equivalence-ratio experiments at dif 

ferent mass flow rates and comparing the results. Figure 4.5 shows a set of time-series 

traces ofthe combustor-pressure oscillations,relative to the time-averaged mean pressure, 

for arange ofequivalenceratios ataflow timeoft=100ms.Comparison with Figure4.3 

readily shows that the behavior ofthe pulsed combustor is similar at both flow rates with 

afew exceptions. Most obviously,the overall amplitude ofthe combustor-pressure oscil 

lations is significantly smaller atlonger flow times(very noticeable to the human ear)due 

to the lower mass flow rate of mixture. 

The effects of equivalence ratio upon the behavior of the pulsed combustor are sim 

ilar for all flow times; however, the onset of the combustion instabilities is delayed to 

lower equivalence ratios as the flow time is lengthened. This seemingly allows the oper-
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ating range of the pulsed combustor to be extend further toward,and even past, the lean 

flammability limit simply by decreasing the mass flow rate ofthe mixture. For example, 

at T=50 ms,flameout occurs at an equivalence ratio of (j) ss 0.54 whereas it is delayed 

until an equivalence ratio of (j) « 0.30 at a flow time oft=100 ms. Also, at long flow 

times and very low equivalence ratios,the pulsed combustor will often operate in asteady 

mode(Figure 4.5(f)). Though this modeofoperation is unstable and dependentupon high 

wall temperatures,it has only been observed at long flow times which corresponds to the 

results obtained by Richards etal.(1991). 

The extended operating range of the pulsed combustor at longer flow times is felt to 

resultfrom poor mixing ofthe inlet streams. Atlow mass flow rates,the inlet streams are 

believed to have insufflcient momentum to mix thoroughly resulting in a stratifled charge 

with a localized equivalence ratio which far exceeds the equivalence ratio of the injected 

mixture. Visual observation through the viewing port in the exhaust system confirm the 

presence of a"hotspot"on the ceramic flameholder indicating localized combustion. As 

mentioned in Chapter 3, the ceramic flameholders suffer thermal damage after several 

hours ofuse. Figure 4.6 shows two flameholders which show very different damage pat 

terns. The flameholder in Figure 4.6(a)has a nearly symmetric damage pattern suggest 

ing thorough mixing and a uniform global reaction. The highly localized thermal damage 

shown in Figure 4.6(b)is an extreme example of the thermal damaged caused by poor 

mixing and a stratified charge. 

The poor mixing limits the ability to compare the behavior ofthe combustor at various 

flow rates to that predicted by the METC analytical model which assumes a well-mixed 

reaction zone. Premixing ofthe air and fuel should resolve this problem;however,as this 

is notthe primary goal ofthe current study,the effects of premixing were notthoroughly 
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Figure 4.6: Photograph demonstrating the thermal damage suffered by the ceramic flame-
holder. Note the differences in the damage pattern resulting from poor mixing of the inlet
streams.

investigated.

4.1.4 Exhaust-gas analysis

The FID was used to analyze the composition of the exhaust gases over the range of operat

ing conditions discussed above. Figure 4.7 shows the UHC emission levels detected in the

exhaust gases over a range of operating conditions. The relationship between UHC emis

sion levels and equivalence ratio has a similar trend at different flow times but is shifted

further lean as flow time increases. Looking at a single flow time, several trends are noted.

There is a central range of equivalence ratios over which combustion is very efficient and

the UHC emission levels are nearly undetectable. At higher and lower equivalence ratios,

the UHC emission levels increase sharply as does the variability in the reading indicated
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Figure 4.7: UHCemission levels detected in the exhaustgases ofthe pulsed combustor 
overarange ofoperating conditions withoutcontrol. 

by the size ofthe error bars. 

Comparing Figure 4.7 with the eombustor-pressure time series {e.g., Figures 4.3 and 

4.5), it is seen that the lowest UHC emission levels occur at equivalence ratios where 

the combustor pressure is most stable with the least amount of cycle-to-cycle fluctua 

tion in magnitude. As the equivalence ratio approaches the lean flanunability limit, the 

UHCemission levels increase, as does the severity ofthe magnitude fluctuations. A sim 

ilar, yet less-severe trend is seen as the equivalence ratio is brought toward stoiehiome-

try. The correlation between increased cyclic variability and increased UHC emissions 

is quite intuitive. Obviously,large amounts ofUHC will be released due to misfire near 
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the lean flammability limit as well as the cyclic variability in combustion quality at near-

stoichiometric conditions. 

4.2 Analysis ofthe combustion instabilities 

If control is to be applied to dampen or eliminate the combustion instabilities, the nature 

and source ofthe combustion instabilities must first be determined. If, as is believed,the 

instabilities are nonlinearin nature,linear control techniques would be much less effective 

at achieving control of the system than would nonlinear control techniques. Knowledge 

ofthe mechanismsthat are responsiblefor the developmentofthe combustion instabilities 

would allow a control perturbation to be chosen which will have a direct effect upon the 

instabilities. 

The instabilities have been shown to occur periodically with a frequency on the order 

of 10 Hz. The acoustic frequency of the pressure tap also being on the order of 10 Hz 

might indicate that the instabilities are the result of acoustic coupling with the pressure 

tap. However,were that the case,the instabilities should be present at all operating con 

ditions instead of developing as the equivalence ratio ofthe mixture approaches the lean 

fiammability limit. Asdiscussed in detailin Section 4.4.2,acousticcoupling with the pres 

sure tap can be ruled out as a possible source ofthe combustion instabilities by a simple 

experimental test. 

Since the combustion instabilities develop as the equivalence ratio approaches the lean 

flammability limit, it is suspected that the source of the instabilities is the nonlinear re 

lationship between reaction rate and equivalence ratio at lean conditions. Such nonlinear 

combustion instabilities have recently been shown to develop at lean conditions in a vari-
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ety ofcombustion systemsincluding internalcombustion engines(Green etal. 1999;Daw 

etal. 1998;Wagner et fl/. 1998a;Wagner et a/. 1998b;Daw eta/. 1996). 

The cycle-to-cycle variability in combustion quality and the development of the com 

bustion instabilities observed in the combustor-pressure time series become more evident 

by applying techniques to filter out the acoustically driven oscillations such as plotting 

the peak-to-trough magnitude of the combustor pressure for each cycle as in Figure 4.8. 

At the most stable operating condition(Figure 4.8(e)), there is little cycle-to-cycle fluc 

tuation in magnitude and no clear pattern is visible in the fluctuations. However,as the 

mixture is made increasingly lean(Figures 4.8(f)-4.8(h)),the cycle-to-cycle fluctuations 

in combustor-pressure magnitude become quite large and clearly occur in an increasingly 

periodic pattern with a frequency of roughly 10 Hz. This pattern is representative of the 

misflre-and-recovery pattern that is characteristic of the behavior of the pulsed combus 

tor at very lean conditions. At near-stoichiometric and slightly lean operating conditions 

(Figures 4.8(a)-4.8(d)), the cycle-to-cycle fluctuations in magnitude are larger as well; 

however,there are no evident patterns to the fluctuations. 

Time asymmetry has been shown to be an effective tool for detecting nonlinearity in 

system dynamics. Simply put, a system exhibits time asymmetry when it is possible to 

discern the direction of time. In other words,if the behavior of a system appears differ 

ent in reverse than it does going forward,then the behavior is temporally asymmetric or 

irreversible. Time asymmetry is a property ofnonlinearsystems and its presence rules out 

linear or Gaussian-driven behavior(Finney 2000; Daw et al. 2000; Green et al. 1999; 

Timmere/a/. 1999;Stam e/a/. 1998;Diks e/a/. 1995;Lawrance 1991;Cox 1981;Weiss 

1975). 

The presence oftime asymmetry often can be detected by visual inspection of a time 
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series. Figure 4.9 shows forward and backward time-series segments of the combustor 

pressure and the combustor-pressure cycle magnitude which demonstrate the characteris 

tic misfire-and-recovery pattern seen at lean conditions. Examination of the combustor-

pressure time series shows that the combustion instabilities do in fact appear to exhibit 

temporal asymmetry. The misfire-and-recovery pattem typically consists of a slow de 

cay toward misfire followed by a rapid recovery. This asymmetry is also detectable in 

the cycle-magnitude traces. The combustion instabilities produce decidedly asymmetric 

magnitude traces typical oflimit-cycle behavior rather than asymmetric pattem typical of 

sinusoidal behavior. The combustor-pressure magnitude traces show a bias toward shorter 

rise times during recovery (typically three or four successive uprising points)and longer 

fall times leading to misfire (typically four or five successive downsloping points). At 

higher equivalence ratios(see Figure 4.8), no such bias is immediately obvious,and the 

behavior appears much morerandom. 

In order to get a more quantitative measure of the time irreversibility, the difference 

symbolization statistic, 5a, was used to evaluate the time asymmetry in the combustor-

pressure magnitude over a range of equivalence ratios for a fixed flow time as shown in 

Figure 4.10. The data record is symbolized by assigning a value for each datum based 

upon the first difference:"-1"for decreasing slope,"0"forzero slope,"-I-1"forincreasing 

slope.5a is generated bysummingthe resultingsymbolstring. Temporally reversible data 

should have an equal number of data rises and falls; therefore, the null hypothesis is that 

5a=0for temporally reversible data records. To assign a statistical significance to the 

values of 5a for the original data record, temporally reversible surrogate data sets are 

constructed by randomly shuffling the original data record. Fortemporally reversible data 

records,shuffling should notaffectthe value of5a,whereas the value of5a fortemporally 
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irreversible data records should be significantly different than the value obtained for the 

surrogate data sets. 

Figure4.10showsSa for the original pressure-magnitude data and 200surrogate data 

sets over a range ofequivalence ratios for a flow time ofT=50 ms. At this flow rate,for 

equivalence ratiosfrom (j)=1.066to (])=0.629,5a forthe original time series falls within 

the error bounds ofthe surrogates indicating time reversibility. Atlower equivalence ra 

tios where the combustion instabilities strongly affect the behavior of the combustor,5a 

falls outside the error bounds ofthe surrogate data sets indicating statistically significant 

temporally irreversibility at these conditions. There appears to be a trend toward more 
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negative values of5a as the mixture is made increasingly lean; however,it is not certain 

that this trend is statistically significant. While this test is not stringentenough to defini 

tively detectthe actual onsetofthecombustion instabilities,it is sufficienttoshow thatthe 

combustion instabilities do introduce significant temporal asymmetry indicating that they 

are nonlinear in nature(Finney 2000). 

Thenonlinear nature ofthe combustion instabilities can also be seen in the retum maps 

shown in Figure 4.11 which were generated by plotting the root-mean-square(RMS)of 

the combustorpressuresummed overonecycle as afunction ofthatforthe previouscycle. 

TheRMScombustor pressure for each cycle is related to the amountofheat released dur 

ing that cycle; thus,any cyclic variations in the RMS combustor pressure can be directly 

related to cyclic variations in the combustion quality. 

At this mass flow rate, for equivalence ratios ranging from (j) = 1.066 to (|) =0.665 

(Figures 4.11(a)-4.11(e)), the retum maps show an elongated "shotgun-blast" pattern 

in which the data points are scattered randomly about a steady, mean value. In other 

words, at near-stoichiometric and moderately lean conditions, the combustion quality is 

approximatelythesamefor allcycles,andthe cyclic variabilityobserved in thecomhustor-

pressure traces are stochastic in nature. Thus, a change in the combustion quality for a 

given cycle appears to have no effect upon the subsequentcycle. 

When the equivalence ratio is reduced from (j)=0.665 to (j)=0.629(Figures 4.11(e) 

and 4.11(f)), a very noticeable change is observed in the retum map. As the equivalence 

ratio approachesthelean flammabilitylimit,theretum mapsbegin toshow morestmcture, 

developing into an asymmetric"oyster-shell"pattem. Atthese conditions,the fluctuations 

in combustion quality are notrandom in nature but,instead,follow aclear,periodic trend. 

Whereas at near-stoichiometric and moderately lean conditions,each cycle was indepen-
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dentfrom the others, at very lean conditions,information is being passed from one cycle 

to the next. The quality ofthe current combustion event directly affects notonly the qual 

ity ofcombustion during the subsequent cycle,but the quality ofcombustion over several 

subsequent cycles, a sure indication of nonlinear behavior. This sudden change in the 

behavior of the system suggests that a bifurcation occurs in the system dynamics as the 

equivalence ratio is reduced. 

4.3 Summaryofcombustor dynamics 

The behavior of the pulsed combustor has proven to be very complex. The acoustically 

driven pressure oscillations are nonlinear in nature. Ideally, acoustic coupling is a linear 

process and should result in sinusoidal combustor-pressure oscillations. However,in the 

actual physical system, nonlinearities are introduced from numerous sources such as the 

combustion reaction, poor mixing of the inlet streams and turbulent mixing of the fresh 

charge with residual gases from the previous cycles. Therefore, it should not be surpris 

ing that the combustor-pressure oscillations are quite complex in nature. In addition to 

the fundamental nonlinearity of the combustor-pressure oscillations, a bifurcation in the 

system dynamics is observed to occur as the equivalence ratio ofthe mixture is reduced. 

The bifurcation introduces asecond nonlinear oscillation which is superimposed upon the 

acoustic oscillations. 

Figure 4.12 shows return maps which were created by plotting combustor-pressure 

measurements originally sampled at 5000 Hz against the third previous pressure mea 

surement. At near-stoichiometric and moderately lean conditions(Figures 4.12(a) and 

4.12(b)), the combustor-pressure return maps follow a noisy stable limit cycle. The 
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Figure 4.12: Return maps constructed from the combustor-pressure time series over a
range of equivalence ratios at a flow time of t = 50 ms.
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combustor-pressure oscillations follow a similar trajectory each cycle with only slight, 

random deviations. The cyclic variation in combustion quality at these conditions is be 

lieved to resultfrom irregular mixing. 

Astheequivalenceratio approachesthelean flammabilitylimit,thesystem undergoesa 

bifurcation. Atthese conditions,the return maps(Figures4.12(c)and 4.12(d))clearly de 

scribe a different behavior than that seen at less-lean conditions. The combustor-pressure 

followsatrajectory thatslowly spiralsinward toward misfire before quickly spiraling back 

outward.Figure 4.12(c)shows the trajectories followed during three consecutive misfire-

and-recovery events. 

It is believed thatthe combustion instabilities resultfrom nonlinearities inherent to the 

combustion reaction near the lean flammability limit. Strong combustion events are be 

lieved to consume the available fuel inventory. During the subsequent cycles,combustion 

quality is poor until a sufficient fuel inventory has been restocked. When the restocking 

ofthe fuel inventory becomes too slow,during the poor-quality combustion events,insuf 

ficient energy is released to maintain the combustor walls and the ceramic flameholder at 

a temperature which is sufficient to maintain the self-sustained combustion reaction. At 

this point,the pulsed combustorcannotrecoverfrom misfire and the system spiralsinward 

toward flameout(Figure 4.12(d)). Similar behavior has been shown to occur in internal 

combustion engines(Green et al. 1999;Daw et al. 1998; Wagner et al. 1998a; Wagner 

etal. 1998b;Daw er a/. 1996). 

Near the bifurcation point, the system intermittently switches between the stable op 

erating mode and the unstable mode characterized by repeated misfire and recovery. The 

systemremainsinthe unstable modeuntilsomedisturbance pushesthesystem back across 

the bifurcation point. Thesystem becomesentrained in the stable operating modeuntil an-
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other disturbance pushes the system back to the unstable side ofthe bifurcation point. A 

modified version of the control strategy employed by In et al. (1997)should be able to 

detect when the trajectory ofthe combustor-pressure oscillations begin to deviatefrom the 

stable mode and spiral inwards toward misfire and then to apply an appropriate control 

perturbation to push the system back toward the stable mode. Once there, the nonlinear 

nature of the system should help entrain the system in the stable operating mode for an 

extended period of time before some disturbance eventually pushes the system back to 

ward the unstable operating mode at which point another control action is required. Thus, 

control perturbations would only be required occasionally to push the system back toward 

stable operation when the mediating trajectories which lead to misfire are detected. Fur 

thermore,from Figure 4.8,it appears that deviationsfrom the stable operating mode can 

be detected by monitoring the magnitude ofthe combustor-pressure oscillations. All that 

remains is the selection ofa proper control perturbation. 

4.4 Various errata 

There is some concern that operation of the spark plug and acoustic coupling with the 

pressure tap may affectthe behaviorofthe pulsed combustor and/or the ability to measure 

the combustor pressure accurately. A series oftests were performed to determine what,if 

any,effect these factors might have. 

4.4.1 Spark-plug effects 

It is desirable to have the spark plug active during operation of the pulsed combustor for 

safety concerns and to assist in recovery from flameout. However, there was concern 
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that operation ofthe spark plug during data collection would result in electrical interfer 

ence which could contaminatethelow-voltage datasignalsfrom the piezoelectric pressure 

transducer,thermocouples and FID.The effect ofspark-plug operation upon the dynamic 

behavior ofthe pulsed combustor was also ofinterest because ofthe possibility of using 

the spark plug to provide control perturbations. Therefore, a series of experiments were 

performed to determine the effects of firing the spark plug during operation ofthe pulsed 

combustor. 

Figure 4.13shows sample results of aPSD analysis conducted to determine if spark 

plug operation affects the power spectrum ofthe combustor-pressure time series. Atboth 

operating conditionsshown,thePSD is very similar with the spark plug on and off. There 

are no significant changes in the frequencies or amplitudes of the peaks in the power 

spectrum. There are no significantpower differences atafrequency of60Hzwhich would 

indicate electrical interference in the pressure signal. Also, at very lean conditions, the 

power ofthe low-frequency peak in the neighborhood of 10Hz,which corresponds to the 

combustion instabilities,shows no change when the spark plug is operated continuously, 

indicating that even continuous firing ofthe spark plug cannot prevent misfire and would 

therefore be a poor choice for applying control perturbations. 

4.4.2 Pressure-tap effects 

The combustion instabilities show a strong periodicity at a frequency on the order of 

10 Hz, which happens to coincide with the acoustic frequency of the pressure tap. A 

series ofexperimental tests were conducted using two pressure-tap lengths, 15 cm(6 in) 

and 8.5 m(28 ft), with acoustic frequencies of approximately 85 Hz and 10 Hz,respec 

tively, to determine if the combustion instabilities were the result of acoustic coupling 
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Figure 4.13: PSD plots of the combustor pressure showing the effect of spark-plug acti
vation.

between the combustion chamber and the pressure tap.

In addition to the possibility of acoustic coupling promoting the combustion instabil

ities, due to the low natural frequency of the pressure tap, it is possible that the pressure

tap acting as a highly damped, second-order system could severely inhibit accurate mea

surement of the 100-Hz combustor-pressure oscillations. To address this issue, Richards

et al. (1991) compared measurements of the combustor-pressure oscillations in the METC

thermal pulse combustor recorded by a pressure transducer movmted at the end of a 60-cm-

long pressure tap to the measurements recorded by a second pressure transducer installed

flush with the combustion-chamber wall. No differences in the shape of the waveforms

were found; however, the amplitude of the oscillations as measured through the pressure

tap were typically 10% less than the amplitude as measured by the flush-mounted trans

ducer.

Figures 4.14 and 4.15 compare combustor-pressure time series collected at two oper-
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Figure 4.14: Combustor-pressure time-series segments showing the effects of pressure-
tap length. The signals depict oscillations about the time-averaged mean combustor pres
sure and were collected at an equivalence ratio of ̂  — 0.852 and a flow time of x = 75 ms.
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Figure 4.15: Combustor-pressure time-series segments showing the effects of pressure-
tap length. The signals depict oscillations about the time-averaged mean combustor pres
sure and were collected at an equivalence ratio of ̂  = 0.469 and a flow time of x = 75 ms.
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ating conditions with different pressure-tap lengths. No obvious differences in behavior

can be detected at either operating condition. In particular, note that near the lean flamma-

bility limit (Figure 4.15), the low-frequency combustion instabilities occur with similar

frequency for both pressure-tap lengths, despite the large difference in acoustic frequency.

Also, the combustor-pressure oscillations are of similar amplitude for both pressure-tap

lengths indicating that the extra damping volume does not further damp the amplitude of

the combustor-pressure oscillations.

The combustor-pressure data records collected using the two different pressure-tap

lengths have nearly identical power spectrums as shown in Figure 4.16. In particular,

near the lean flammability limit, (Figure 4.16(b)), there are no significant differences in

either the power or frequency of the low-frequency peak which corresponds to the com

bustion instabilities. Again, this suggests that the combustion instabilities do not result

from acoustic coupling with the pressure tap.
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Chapter5 

Analytical modelofthe comhustion 

instahilities 

5.1 Model basics 

Ifcontrol is to be applied to dampen or eliminate the combustion instabilities,it would be 

desirable to know the source of the instabilities so that an appropriate control perturba 

tion could be chosen which will have a significant effect upon the behavior ofthe system. 

The instabilities have been shown to be nonlinear in nature and to develop due to a bi 

furcation in system dynamics which occurs as the equivalence ratio approaches the lean 

flammability limit. Itis believed thatthe nonlinearreaction mechanism is the source ofthe 

instabilities, and an analytical model has been developed to test this theory. The acousti 

cally driven oscillations have been eliminated from the model so that the development of 

the low-frequency combustion instabilities may be detected more easily. 

The model assumes that well-mixed reactants are introduced to the pulsed combus-

tor at a constant mass flow rate through a single inlet. Combustion is described by an 
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5.2Model derivation ^ 

Arrhenius rate law that is first-order with respect to fuel concentration. Tailpipe dynam 

ics are not modeled,and exhaust gases are assumed to exit at a steady rate. Kinetic- and 

potential-energy effects are assumedto be negligible. Forsimplicity,the mixtureinsidethe 

combustion chamber is assumed to behave as an ideal gas with properties equal to those 

of air. All properties are assumed to be uniform throughoutthe combustion chamber. The 

density ofthe mixture is assumed to remain constant. The mass fraction of oxidizer, air, 

is assumed to be much greater than that offuel — especially at lean conditions — and, 

therefore,is assumed to remain constantfor simplicity. 

5.2 Modelderivation 

The analytical model is based upon conservation equations for mass,fuel, oxidizer and 

energy applied to the combustion chamber. With the given assumptions, the conserva 

tion of momentum yields no further useful information and therefore is not considered. 

Upon simplification, the goveming equations yield a pair of coupled, nonlinear ODEs. 

A stability analysis is performed to determine the critical operating conditions where the 

combustor dynamics undergo changes. 

5.2.1 Governing equations 

Conservation ofmass 

The generalform ofthe conservation-of-mass equation is given by 

^=^mn- ^rhout- (5.1) 
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The model assumes that the reactants are premixed and enter at a constant mass flow 

rate through a single inlet and that the exhaust gases leave through a single exit. The 

density of the mixture inside the combustor is assumed to remain constant and uniform. 

While at first this seems to be an erroneous assumption,it must be remembered that the 

acoustically driven oscillations have been removedfrom the model leaving a steady-flow 

case with relatively small fluctuations in pressure. The high percentage of excess air at 

lean conditions limits the difference in density between the fresh charge and the exhaust 

gases. Applying these simplifications and incorporating the definition ofthe characteristic 

flow time yields 

Vc PssL 
mi = me = . (5.2) 

X 

Conservation ofspecies:fuel 

The generalform ofthe conservation-of-mass equation written forfuel is given by 

Dmf ^ ^ 
— ̂ ihf^out- (5.3) 

Fuel enters through a single inlet and is partially consumed by the combustion reaction; 

unbumed fuel exits with the exhaust gases. In addition to assuming the density of the 

mixture in the combustion chamber to be constant and uniform,the concentration offuel 

is assumed to be uniform throughoutthe combustionchamber.These simplifications yield 

an ODEfor the massfraction offuel in the combustion chamber, 

dYfVcp-^ = Yf^i rhi - Yf The-diR (5.4) 

where Iy_,- is the mass fraction offuel present in the fresh charge as given by 

Yf,i = (5.5)
(j) AFstoich 



 

5.2Model derivation 

and iHr is the rate offuel consumption by the reaction as given by an Arrhenius rate law, 

Mr = a!Vc Yf (5.6) 

Substitutingfor the mass flow rates using Equations5.2and 5.6 yields 

whereSG is the specific gravity ofthe mixture inside the combustion chamber. 

Conservation ofspecies: oxidizer 

The purpose of the model study is to analyze the onset of the combustion instabilities at 

very lean conditions wherethe large percentage ofexcess air insures thatYo^Yf,thus,Yo 

can be treated as being essentially constant. The large air-to-fuel ratio for an air-propane 

mixture atstoichiometricconditions(15.64:1)insures thatthis assumption holds relatively 

well even at stoichiometry. Therefore,it is assumed that 

= = (5.8)
<^+AFstoich 

Conservation ofenergy 

The generalform ofthe first law ofthermodynamics is given by 

^ (5.9) 
Energy is generated by the combustion reaction and transported by the incoming and out 

going streams and heat loss to the surroundings. The mixture in the combustion chamber 

is assumed to be at thermal equilibrium at all times. Neglecting changes in kinetic and 

potential energy and assuming density is constant and uniform,the firstlaw becomes 

dp
Vc p -3- = rhi hi - the he A- Vc <i" — Q- (5.10)

at 
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Substituting for the mass flow rates using Equation 5.2 and evaluating the generation and 

heat-loss terms yields 

Vc p^ {hi - he)+ A'AHr Vc Yf - U As{T-Tj,. 
(5.11) 

Assuming ideal-gas behavior allows the internal energy and enthalpy to be evaluated in 

terms of temperature. Further simplifications(such as setting 7)=T^)yield an ODEfor 

the temperature ofthe mixture in the combustion chamber, 

f=(ilo+1^) fP" 
v- ^ v ^ 

transport generation 

5.2.2 Non-dimensionalization 

The governing equations were non-dimensionalized using thefollowing definitions: 

(5.13) 
Yf,i 

e = (5.14) 
J-oo 

and 

^ (5.15) 

The resulting ODEsfor the conservation offuel and energy are given by 

(5.16)
SG^ ' SO 

and 

dQ
= TrCl-e) (5.17) 
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where0^ is the non-dimensionalized activation temperature as given by 

Qa = Ea/RuT^. (5.18) 

The behavior of the system is controlled by three characteristic time scales: two kinetic 

time scales, 

ta = SGA' X (5.19) 

and 

Tc = (5.20) 
L/y loo 

and atime scale describing the transportrate ofenergy by heat and mass transfer, 

5.2.3 Nullclines 

In order to perform a stability analysis,it is necessary to solvefor the nullclines ofthetwo 

ODEs(Equations 5.16 and 5.17). Setting^=1 yields 

^ ^ e./e (5.22)
1 + Ta 

and setting||=0yields 
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5.3 Model predictions 

The necessary model parameters were estimated to match the experimental system as 

closely as possible and then varied to determine ifoscillatory behavior would develop un 

der realistic conditions.Thefinal valueschosenfor the parameters areshownin Table5.1. 

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the species and energy nullclines and the solutions for the 

two ODEs over a range of equivalence ratios at a flow time ofT=50 ms and with other 

parameters as set in Table 5.1 — note that the shape of the species nullcline is rela 

tively unaffected by changes in equivalence ratio, thus only one solution is shown. At 

these conditions, the system undergoes a supercritical Hopf bifurcation as the equiva 

lence ratio is reduced(Strogatz 1994). Atnear-stoichiometric conditions(Figures5.2(a)-

5.2(b)), the system exhibits a damped oscillation leading to a constant steady-state so 

lution. As the equivalence ratio is reduced, the system reaches a bifurcation point after 

which the steady-state solution is oscillatory(Figure 5.2(c)). After the bifurcation,further 

reductions in equivalence ratio resultin lower-amplitude and lower-frequency oscillations 

(Figures 5.2(d)-5.2(e)). Eventually, there is not enough fuel to sustain combustion and 

the system flames out(Figure 5.2(f)). 

Asshownin Figures5.3and5.4,similarresults maybe obtained byincreasing the heat 

transfer coefficient while maintaining an equivalence ratio of(j)=0.50 and a flow time of 

X=50ms with all other parameters as given in Table5.1. In this case,increasing the heat 

transfer coefficient reduces the combustor-wall temperature leading to the developmentof 

the instabilities. Eventually, combustion cannot be sustained and flameout occurs. The 

dependence of the behavior upon the heat transfer rate corresponds well to experimental 

results. 
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Table 5.1: Final values usedfor the parametersin the analytical model. 

combustor volume Vc=295 cc 

constant-volume specific heat Cv=0.7175 kJ/kg-K 

specific-heat ratio k= 1.4 

specific gravity SG= 1 

ambient/supply temperature r«,=295K 

enthalpy ofreaction AHr =46,357kJ/kg 

pre-exponentialterm in Arrhenius rate law A'=1.3 X 10^4 kgA^+i/m3iV 
order ofthe rate law in terms ofoxidizer concentration iV= 1.65 

non-dimensional activation temperature Ga=26 

overall heat transfer coefficient U=500kW/m^-K 

species 
energy:(()=0.20 
energy:())=0.30 
energy:o=0.50 
energy: <» =0.70 

0.8 - energy:(|)=0.80 
energy:(j)= 1.00 

0.4 -

0.2 -

'*""it'I'l' 

0.5 1.5 

Figure5.1: Species and energy nullclines predicted by the analytical model overarange 
ofequivalence ratios. 
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Figure 5.2: Non-dimensional temperature and mass fraction of fuel predicted by the
analytical model over a range of equivalence ratios.
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species 
energy:U = : 50kW/m^K 
energy:U = : 200kW/m,K 
energy:U = 400kW/m,K 
energy:U = 700kW/ni,K 
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Figure 5.3: Species and energy nullclines predicted by the analytical modelfor a range 
ofheat transferrates. 

5.4 Implicationsto the physicalsystem 

The analytical model suggests that, at certain conditions,a low-frequency oscillatory be 

havior can develop in the pulsed combustor by processes other than acoustic coupling. 

Thenonlinear Arrheniusrate law used to describe thecombustion process can resultin the 

developmentofcombustion instabilities at lean conditions.The instabilities take theform 

oflow-frequency oscillations resultingfrom the consumption and restocking offuel. The 

nonlinear nature oftheinstabilitiesconcurs with the observationsin Section 4.2. Whilethe 

conditions at which this occurs have not been shown to match those of the experimental 
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Figure 5.4: Non-dimensional temperature and mass fraction of fuel predicted by the
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system,it is felt thatthe basic processes involved are correct. 

Knowing that the low-frequency combustion instabilities are due to the nonlinearity 

of the combustion reaction as opposed to some acoustic modulation in the tailpipe has 

serious implicationsfor control. Choosing a control perturbation which modifies the flow 

inside the tailpipe would not provide the most efficient means ofcontrolling the behavior 

of the pulsed combustor. Instead, a control perturbation should be chosen which will 

directly affect the combustion reaction, such as injections ofsupplemental fuel to hasten 

the restocking process. 



Chapter6 

Application ofcontrol 

6.1 Controlconcepts 

The nonlinear nature of the pulsed combustor means that traditional linear control algo 

rithms would be less effective and less efficient than nonlinear control strategies. The 

combustion instabilities have been shown to resultfrom a bifurcation in system dynam 

ics as the equivalence ratio approaches the lean flammability limit. Near the bifurcation 

point,thesystem intermittently alternates between the stable operating mode,in which the 

combustion quality is similar for each cycle,and the unstable mode,in which the system 

alternates between good and poorquality combustion events dueto the repeated consump 

tion and restocking ofthe fuel inventory. Dueto the nonlinear nature ofthe system,when 

a small disturbance pushes the pulsed combustor toward one ofthese modes ofoperation, 

it becomes entrained in that mode until another small disturbance causes the system to 

deviate back toward the other mode. 

A modification ofthe control strategy employed byIn etal.(1997)should be effective 

in controlling the pulsed combustor. The combustion instabilities produce a very charac-
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teristic pattern in the combustor-pressure time series which allows the occurrence of the 

instabilities to be easily detected by monitoring the magnitude ofthe pressure oscillations 

or the peak pressure during each cycle. When a deviation toward the unstable mode is 

detected, a appropriately applied control action should push the system back toward the 

stable mode. Once there,due to the nonlinear nature ofthe system,the combustor should 

become entrained in the stable operating mode for some period of time before eventu 

ally deviating back toward the unstable mode, at which point another action would be 

required. In this manner,control actions are only applied when the system is observed to 

deviatefrom the stable mode. 

The misfires and poor quality combustion events associated with the combustion insta 

bilities are due to the rapid consumption and slow restocking of the fuel inventory. The 

mosteffective control perturbation would seem to be one which hastens the restocking of 

the fuel inventory. For this reason,supplemental fuel injections were chosen as the con 

trol perturbation in this study. A low-flow piezoelectric valve(Maxtex, model MV-112) 

capable ofcycling at up to250Hzwaschosen to introduce the perturbations to the pulsed 

combustor(see Section 3.1.4). 

6.2 Occasionaltrajectory correction control algorithm 

Figure 6.1 shows a graphical representation of the occasional trajectory correction con 

trol algorithm developed for this study. The controller monitors the combustor pressure 

looking for the peak pressure valuefor each cycle. The average cycle maximum is tallied 

from the peak values. A trigger level is specified by the operator as some percentage of 

this average cycle maximum. A control action is initiated when the peak pressure for a 
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.lu average cycle maximum 
trigger level 

delay 
pulse duration

±±n :±n±; control signal 

Figure 6.1: Graphical depiction ofthe control algorithm. Control actions are initiated 
when thepeakcombustorpressurefora cycle falls below the triggerlevel. 

cycle falls below the trigger level. After a operator-specified triggering delay, a control 

perturbation is initiated. The control signal is sentto open the piezoeleetrie valve allowing 

a small amountofsupplementalfuel to enter the mixing chamber. The amountofsupple 

mentalfuel injected with each perturbation is controlled by the pulse duration,the voltage 

applied to the piezoeleetrie valve and the supply pressure ofthe supplemental fuel — all 

variables which are selected by the operator. 

In this study,the control variables were chosen by the operator through trial-and-error. 

The trigger level is used to determine when the system is deviating from the stable mode 

of operation. If the trigger level is set too high, control actions can he triggered by the 

stochastic variation in the magnitudeofthe pressure oscillations in the stable mode.How 

ever, setting the trigger level too low increases the time needed to detect the deviations 

from the stable mode.A trigger level of50%ofthe average cycle maximum wasfound to 

provide a sufficient balance between these two coneems. 



6.2 Occasional trajectory correction control algorithm ^ 

Enough fuel must be injected with each pulse to drive the system toward the desired 

behavior, but injecting too much is wasteful. The magnitude of the control perturbation 

is the most complicated variable to control as it depends upon three separate settings. 

The piezoelectric valve opens proportionally to the amountof voltage applied with 100V 

required to fully open the valve. In this study, a 80-V power supply was used to power 

the valve; thus, the valve is 80% open during control perturbations. Since a pressure 

drop in excess of 138 kPa(20 psi) across the valve is required to insure flow, a supply 

pressure of 193 kPag(28 psig) was used throughout this study. Therefore, in this study, 

the magnitude ofthe perturbation is solely controlled by varying the pulse duration. The 

mass of supplemental fuel injected with each pulse is determined by the pulse duration 

and the throughputofthe valve which,with the aforementioned settings,is approximately 

121 kg/s(55Ibm/s). 

The amount of supplemental fuel which must be injected to achieve control can be 

substantial and can significantly change the equivalence ratio of the mixture. The time-

averaged massflow rateofsupplementalfuelis used to determinethe effective equivalence 

ratio, which would exist were an equivalent amountoffuel introduced at a steady rate 

via the primary fuel supply. 

The delay between the triggering of the controller and the actual implementation of 

the control perturbation is one ofthe most crucial variables. In addition to the triggering 

delay set in the controller, there is an additional injection delay due to the time required 

for the piezoelectric valve to open and for the fuel to flow through the opened valve into 

the mixing chamber. 

Figure6.2demonstratesthe effectofthetriggering delay upontheeffectivenessofcon 

trol at a particular operating condition ((j)=0.611,x=50ms);other operating conditions 
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Figure 6.2: The effect of varying triggering delay upon the effectiveness of control as 
quantified by the fraction of time control actions are required and the variance in the 
magnitude of the controlled combustor-pressure oscillations normalized with respect to 
the uncontrolled case. The combustor-pressure trace is included to aid in visualization 
of when the control action is initiated relative to a typical misfire-and-recovery event. 
Operating conditions: (j) = 0.611, x = 50 ms. 

exhibit roughly similar trends. The delay between the trigger and the initiation of the con 

trol action was varied from 0 to 0.1 s in 10 ms increments. The range covered corresponds 

to the approximate period of the combustion instabilities. Typical combustor-pressure data 

are included in the background to help visualize the point at which the control action is 

initiated. For these purposes, the effectiveness of control is quantified by the variance in 

the magnitude of the controlled combustor-pressure oscillations and the average fraction 

of time that control is active (i.e., the percentage of time that the valve is open) once the 
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system has stabilized. The variance in cycle magnitude shown in Figure 6.2 has been 

normalized with respect to the variance in cycle magnitude withoutcontrol. 

For short delays, control reduces the variance in the magnitude of the combustor-

pressure oscillations by approximately 83%. Varying the triggering delay over the first 

halfofthe misfire-and-recovery eventseems to have little effect upon the variance. There 

does appear to be a significant minimum at 0.04 s after which the variance begins to 

increase dramatically with increased triggering delay. When the initiation of control is 

delayed for the full extent of the misfire-and-recovery event, control is only capable of 

reducing the magnitude variation by approximately 62%. This reduction in the effective 

ness of control for long triggering delays is believed to be due to the inability to predict 

the behavior ofnonlinear systemsfar into the future. 

In this example, the minimum number of control actions is required for triggering 

delays ranging from 0.01 to 0.02 ms with control being active approximately 14% ofthe 

time. As with the magnitude variance,varying the triggering delay overthe first halfofthe 

misfire-and-recovery event seems to have little effect. Control actions are required more 

frequently when they are initiated duringrecovery with controlbeing active approximately 

21%ofthe time. Asthe triggering delay approaches theperiod ofthe misfire-and-recovery 

event, the fraction of time that control actions are required decreases, approaching the 

value required when control is initiated without delay. 

The effects of triggering delay upon control effectiveness observed for this particular 

operating condition areroughly similarforotherconditions. Atmostoperatingconditions, 

control appears most effective and requires the fewest perturbations when the control ac 

tion is initiated during misfire when the pressure oscillations are at their weakest(i.e., the 

triggering delay is intherange of0.03-0.04s). Withoutknowingthelength ofthe injection 

https://of0.03-0.04
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delay,it is impossible to be certain as to how control is modifying the eombustor dynam 

ics; however,it is speculated that the control perturbation enters the eombustor while the 

fuel concentration is low,hastening the restocking process and subsequentrecovery. 

6.3 Effectiveness ofcontrol 

The control scheme has proven to be effective in reducing the cyclie variability in the 

combustor-pressure magnitude eaused by the combustion instabilities and lowering UHC 

emission levels. Figure 6.3(a)shows time-series segments ofthe eombustor pressure and 

control signal collected while the pulsed eombustor operates at an equivalence ratio of 

(])=0.427and aflow time ofx=75 ms.Atthis operating condition,the pulsed eombustor 

experiences frequent and severe misfire and will eventually flame out unless eontrol is 

applied. The controller is turned on at time t =0 with a trigger level of 50% of the 

average eyele maximum,a triggering delay of42ms and a pulse duration of33 ms. The 

controller enters a brief learning period to determine the average cycle maximum before 

any control actions can be applied. The uncontrolled behavior is apparent in the time 

series in Figure 6.3(a)during the learning period(from r=0tor=1.2s). 

The first eontrol action is initiated at f « 1.2 s, momentarily driving the system into 

an erratic, low-amplitude behaviorfrom which the eombustor quickly recovers. Initially, 

control actions are frequent resulting in an effective equivalence ratio of^«0.61. Within 

4 s, eombustor performance is already improving, as evidenced by the slightly longer 

periods of stable operation without misfire. As the eombustor becomes entrained in a 

more stable operating mode,the walltemperatureincreases,thereby further stabilizing the 

behavior. Control actions are required lessfrequently and within90sare only oecasionally 

https://0tor=1.2s
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Figure 6.3: Time-series segments ofcombustorpressureshowing the application ofcon 
trol and the effect ofinjecting an equivalent amount offuel via the primary-fuel supply. 
Control variables used in this example: trigger level=50%;delay=42 ms;pulse dura 
tion=33ms. 
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necessary to keep the system entrained in the stable operating mode indefinitely. At this 

point, the injections of supplemental fuel result in an effective equivalence ratio of^ 

0.45. There are stilllow-frequency fluctuationsinthe magnitudeofthecombustorpressure 

dueto the combustion instabilities,butthe magnitudeofthe fluctuations have been greatly 

reduced and misfire has been all but eliminated. 

It is imfjortant to note that the behavior of the pulsed combustor is much more effi 

cient with control than if the mass flow rate of primary fuel were increased to yield a 

similar equivalence ratio. Figure 6.3(b)shows acombustor-pressure time-series segment 

collected at an equivalence ratio of (j) =0.450. The enhanced combustion quality with 

control is readily evident. At (j)=0.450,the behavior ofthe combustor is not noticeably 

differentthan the uncontrolled behavior atan equivalence ratio of(j)=0.427,and flameout 

still occurs. With control,the UHCemission levels are greatly reducedfrom 1600ppm at 

(j)=0.450to approximately 80ppm with^ 0.45. 

When control is terminated,the system remains entrained in the stable operating mode 

briefly as seen in Figure6.4. Atthis operating condition,the combustor returns to charac 

teristic misfire-and-recovery behavior within4s aftercontrol is turned offand will usually 

flame out within afew minutes. 

Figure 6.5 demonstrates the effectiveness of the control algorithm in reducing the 

severity of the fluctuations in combustor-pressure magnitude at various equivalence ra 

tios. At (]) =0.665 (Figure 6.5(a)), the fluctuations in magnitude are greatly reduced 

with control;however,the system is occasionally pushed into alow-amplitude oscillation, 

suggesting thatfurther optimization ofthe control variables is needed. After control is ter 

minated,the system remains entrained in the stable operating modefor some time before 

slowly diverging. Similarresults are obtained at(])=0.629(Figure 6.5(b)). Thereduction 
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Figure 6.4: Time-series segments ofcombustor pressure showing the deactivation of 
control at time t=0and the resultantdegradation ofsystem behavior. 

in magnitudefluctuation is slightly less,butthe system is lessfrequently driven toward the 

low-amplitude oscillation. In both cases, the amount ofsupplemental fuel required once 

the system has stabilized only increases the effective equivalence ratio by approximately 

1-2%. Atlower equivalence ratios(Figures 6.5(c) and 6.5(d)), control is less effective. 

Even though flameout is prevented, magnitude fluctuation is only slightly reduced, and 

misfires occur rather often. Furthermore, the amount of supplemental fuel injected in 

creases the effective equivalence ratio by approximately 5-7%. Still, the behavior with 

control is often more efficient than ifthe same amountoffuel were added via the primary 

fuel supply. Furthermore,withoutcontrol,the pulsed combustor would flame out at these 

conditions. This is evident in Figures 6.5(c) and 6.5(d)in which the combustor quickly 

flames outonce control is deactivated as indicated by the lastfew data points in those data 

records which fall upon the x-axis indicating that the combustor-pressure oscillation have 

zero amplitude(i.e.,,combustion is not occurring). 

Table 6.1 demonstrates the effectiveness of the controller in reducing UHC emission 
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Figure 6.5: Combustor-pressure cycle-magnitude traces showing the effectiveness of
control. Control variables used in these examples: trigger level = 50%; delay = 42 ms;
pulse duration = 33 ms.
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Figure 6.5: (continued) Combustor-pressure cycle-magnitude traces showing the effec
tiveness of control. Control variables used in these examples: trigger level = 50%; de
lay = 42 ms; pulse duration = 33 ms.
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Table 6.1: UHCemission levels with and withoutcontrol. 

(a)t=50ms 

UHCemission levels UHCemission levels 

<1) withoutcontrol(ppm) with control(ppm) 

0.665 340±50 0.687 100±20 

0.647 540±100 0.669 100±20 

0.629 870±100 0.663 125±10 

0.611 1150±100 0.656 130±10 

0.593 1550±200 0.672 130±20 

0.575 1750±200 0.688 160±30 

0.558 2100±300 0.670 190±40 

0.540 2300±300 0.653 220±50 

0.522 0.635 400±150— 

(b)T=75 ms 

UHCemission levels UHCemission levels 

<t) withoutcontrol(ppm) with control(ppm) 

0.487 105±20 0.487 60±20 

0.469 980±200 0.469 60±10 

0.452 1600±300 0.452 160±30 

0.435 1600±300 0.450 125±25 

0.418 0.435 250±200— 

0.400 0.430 500±200— 

0.382 0.425 700±100— 

0.366 0.410 850±100— 
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levels at lean conditions. For a flow time of x=50 ms, it is clear that the controller 

significantly reduces the UHC emission levels. For example, at an equivalence ratio of 

(j)=0.647,the UHCenussion levels are reduced from 540±100ppm without control to 

100±20ppm with control whilethe effectiveequivalenceratiois only raised to^=0.669. 

Comparing this value to the UHCemission levelsfor the uncontrolled casefor (j)=0.665, 

it is clear that the controller provides a greater reduction in UHC emission levels than 

would be achieved were the same amount offuel introduced at a steady rate through the 

primary fuel supply. 

As the equivalence ratio is reduced further, even greater reductions in UHC levels 

are seen. For example, at an equivalence ratio of <}) =0.540, UHC emission levels are 

reduced by a factor of ten with control. At this condition, control actions are required 

more frequently which greatly increases the effective equivalence ratio (to ̂ =0.653 in 

this example); however, the reduction in UHC emission levels is still about twice that 

which would be achieved by injecting a similar amountoffuel ata steady rate through the 

primary fuel supply(based interpolationfrom data at (j)=0.665 and (])=0.647). 

The reductions are even more dramatic at a flow time of x=75 ms. At an equiva 

lence ratio of (j)=0.452, the UHC emission levels are reduced by a factor of ten using 

control perturbations which are required so infrequently that there is no measurable in 

crease in effective equivalence ratio. With control, the operating regime of the pulsed 

combustor can be extended further lean to equivalence ratios at which the system would 

otherwise flame out. For example, with control,the combustor will operate at an equiva 

lence ratio of (j)=0.366. While the UHCemission levels are quite high at this condition 

(850±100ppm),note that the combustor would flame out were an equivalent amountof 

fuel injected through the primary fuel supply. The effectiveness of control at low mass 
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flow rates, where poor mixing has been shown produce a stratified mixture,suggests that 

injecting the fuel in such a way as to produce a locally stratified region in the combustion 

chamber could prove to be a very effective technique. 



Chapter7 

Conclusions 

It has been shown that the behavior of the pulsed eombustor is driven by two different 

mechanisms.Large-amplitude pressure oscillations which occur atthe acousticfrequency 

ofthe system are the result of acoustic coupling with the tailpipe. These oscillations are 

nonlinear in nature due to interactions with the combustion reaction and turbulent mixing 

effects. In addition to the acoustically driven oscillations, the nonlinear nature of the 

combustion reaction leads to a bifurcation in system dynamics as the equivalence ratio of 

the fresh mixture approaches thelean flammability limit. 

At near-stoichiometric and moderately lean operating conditions, the behavior of the 

eombustor is fairly regular. The combustion quality is similar for each cycle except for 

small,random fluctuations due to turbulent mixing effects. The combustion quality ofthe 

current cycle seems to have no effect upon the quality ofsubsequent cycles. 

As the equivalence ratio approaches the lean flammability limit,the system dynamics 

undergo a bifurcation due to the highly nonlinear behavior ofthe combustion reaction at 

very lean conditions. Atthese conditions,the combustion quality ofthe current cycle has 

a significant effect upon the quality of several subsequent cycles. High-quality combus-

107 
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tion events consume the available fuel inventory which must then be restocked. During 

the restocking process, the combustion events are of poor quality, and at extremely lean 

conditions,the combustor will misfire. Ifthe restocking process istoo slow,thecombustor 

walls and ceramic flameholder will begin to cool until self-sustained combustion can no 

longer be maintained and the pulsed combustorflames out. 

A control strategy has been developed which monitors the peak pressure ofeach cycle 

to detect when the available fuel inventory has been consumed and the pulsed combustor 

begins to experience poor-quality combustion events while thefuelinventory is restocked. 

The controller then injects a small amount of supplemental fuel to hasten the restocking 

process and push the system back toward the stable operating mode.The control strategy 

has proven to be very effective at dampening the combustion instabilities and thereby 

reducing the UHC emission levels and extending the operating regime of the combustor 

further toward the lean flammability limit. 

There are several opportunities for further work with this system. Poor mixing at low 

mass flow rates in the current design has limited the ability to explore the effects offlow 

rate upon the behavior of the pulsed combustor. Redesigning the combustor so that the 

air and fuel are premixed should allow better determination of the effects of flow rate 

and should also reduce the amountofcyclic variability in the combustion quality at near-

stoichiometric conditions. 

It has been shown both experimentally and analytically that the rate of heat transfer 

from the combustor to the surroundings has a significant effect upon the performance of 

the pulsed combustor.This would be ofgreatconcern were the combustorto be used in an 

engineering application such as heating or drying. Active control of the combustor-wall 

temperature with a coolant flow would allow further investigation ofthese effects. 
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Changesin the behavior ofthe pulsed combustorcan readily be detected by the human 

ear. Recent work(Teh 2000)suggests that an acoustic sensor could be used to make non-

intrusive measurements ofthe performance ofthe pulsed combustor,thus eliminating the 

need for the pressure transducer and pressure tap. 

The trial-and-error method used to choose the control variablesin this study isfarfrom 

efficient. A neural-network algorithm could be developed to improve selection of the 

control variables and refine control. Using this method,it is suspected that control would 

be more efficient near the lean flammability limit. This method would require a much 

faster computer than the486-33MHzPCcurrently being used. 

Finally, in addition to the reduction in UHC emission levels, it is suspected that con 

trol reduces emission levels of pollutants such as NO;^. Reducing the variation in the 

magnitude of the combustor-pressure oscillations also reduces the magnitude of temper 

ature excursions inside the combustion chamber. Limiting the size of these temperature 

excursions should reduce the production rate of thermal NO;c. Access to NO;c-detection 

equipment would allow exhaust-gas analysis to test this theory. 
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Appendix A 

Nomenclature 

Abbreviations 

A/D analog to digital 
DAC data acquisition and control 
FID flame ionization detector 

GUI graphical user interface 
METC the former Morgantown Energy Technology Center, Morgantown, WV, 

currently the NationalEnergy Technology Laboratory in part 
ODE ordinary differential equation 
PC personal computer 
PSD power spectral density 
RMS root-mean-square 

SA standard air 

UHC unbumed hydrocarbon(s) 
UTK The University ofTennessee,Knoxville 

Variables 

Roman 

a speed ofsound 

A' pre-exponentialterm in Arrhenius rate law 
Ae cross-sectional area ofthe taipipe,METC model 
As surface area ofthe combustor 
At cross-sectional area ofthe tailpipe/pressure tap 
AF air-to-fuel ratio 

C variable used to simplify determination ofuncertainty in flow time 
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Cp specific heat at constant pressure 
Cv specific heat at constant volume 
d diameter ofcritical-flow orifice 

Dtp tailpipe diameter,METC model 
e internal energy 

resolution error in measurementoforifice diameter 

E energy 

E rate ofenergy exchange 
Ea activation energy 
/ friction factor,METC model 

fn acousticfrequency for a Helmholtzcombustor 
h enthalpy 
i datum/cycleindex 
k specific-heat ratio 
Lt length ofthe tailpipe/pressure tap 
Ltp length ofthe tailpipe,METC model 
m mass 

M Mach number 

m mass flow rate 

riiR rate offuel consumed by the combustion reaction 
N order ofArrhenius rate law in terms ofoxidizer 

P combustor pressure, i.e., pressure inside the combustion chamber 
p non-dimensional pressure,METC model,P/Po 
<P> peak-to-trough magnitude ofthe combustor-pressure oscillations 
Pcrit supply pressure required to choke the critical-flow orifice 
Pe pressure at the entrance ofthe tailpipe,METC model 
Po supply pressure(or ambientpressure,METC model) 
Prms root-mean-square ofthe combustor pressure during one cycle 
q'" heat generated during combustion reaction 
Q heatlossfrom combustor to surroundings 
R species-specific ideal-gas constant 
Ru universal gas constant 
Sa difference symbolization statistic 
SG specific gravity ofthe mixture 
t time 

T temperature ofthe mixture inside the combustion chamber 
f non-dimensionaltemperature,METC model,T/To 
Ta non-dimensional activation temperature,METC model 
Te temperature at the entrance ofthe tailpipe,METCmodel 
To supply temperature(or ambienttemperature,METC model) 
Tw approximate temperature ofthe combustor wall 
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Twall measured combustor-wall temperature,METCnotation 
Too ambienttemperature 
M uncertainty 
Uatm uncertainty in supply-pressure measurement due to fluctuations in atmo 

spheric pressure 
Wave uncertainty in diameter of critical-flow orifice due to averaging measure 

ments ofnon-circular orifice 

"p/ uncertainty in supply-pressure measurementdue to fluctuations in the sup 
ply line 

Wo overallinstrumenterror in supply-pressure measurement 
U heattransfer coefficient 

tJ non-dimensional velocity at tailpipe entrance, METC model, tailpipe ve 
locity divided by cold-flow velocity 

V intemal volume ofcombustion chamber,METCmodel 
Vc intemal volume ofcombustion chamber 

Y massfraction 

Z ratio ofmass flow rate to combustion chamber volume,METC model 

Greek 

Afl/e enthalpy ofreaction 
0 non-dimensionaltemperature,T/T^ 
0A non-dimensional activation temperature 
X non-dimensional massfraction offuel, YfjYf^i 
^ non-dimensionaltime,tji 
P density of mixturein combustion chamber 
PssL density ofair at standard sea-level conditions 
Po ambient density,METC model 
X characteristic flow time; defined as the approximate time that the mixture 

resides in the combustion chamber 

Xa characteristic time related to the rate offuel consumption 
Xc characteristic combustion time,METCmodel 

Xc characteristic time related to the rate ofenergy release by combustion 
■^/ characteristic flow time, METC model 
Xffr characteristic heat transfer time, METC model 
Xr characteristic time related to the rate of energy transport from the combus-

tor 

(j) equivalence ratio based upon the mass flow rates of air and primary fuel 
^ effective equivalence ratio; defined as the equivalence ratio which would 

exist were an amount of fuel equivalent to that introduced by the control 
perturbations injected at a steady rate via the primary fuel supply 
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Subscripts 

a air 

actual actual operating conditions 
e exit 

f fuel 

i inlet 

in in to the control volume 

0 oxidizer 

out outofthe control volume 

stoich stoichiometric conditions 

te tailpipe entrance,METCmodel 
X dummy variable,either a or/ 



AppendixB 

Referenced electronic hypertext 

documents 

The Internet has developed into a rich source ofinformation;however,at the time of this 

writing,those sources are still often fleeting — changing and disappearing daily. For this 

reason,the electronic hypertextdocumentsreferenced in this work areincluded in this Ap 

pendix for future reference. All material included herein is considered to be copyrighted 

by the relevant party and is credited as such. 

B.l Lennox 

Thefollowing is atranscriptofahypertextdocumentfound atwww.davelennox.com, 

© CopyrightLennox Industries Inc., 1999: 

Lennox History: 
1980-1995 

A Strong Pulse 
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John Norris Jr. became the third-generation Norris family member to head
Lennox as president and CEO on January I, 1980, while Ray Robbins re
mained as chairman of the board. Lennox could look back on 85 highly suc
cessful years. They were an innovator and market leader in a highly competi
tive and complex industry.

When asked about the reasons for Lennox' success, John Norris Jr. once said,

"Lennox is one of the few companies that can invest heavily in a research and
development project over a long period before seeing any results because our
shareholders are willing to commit for the long term."

It was a formula responsible for one of Lennox' greatest achievements to date,
the G14 Pulse®; furnace — the industry's first high-efficiency furnace — in
1982.

"Unquestionably The Best"

The story of the Pulse's development is in many ways a condensed version
of the story of Lennox. It is a story of how strong business instincts, com
bined with a commitment to innovation and long-term development, worked
closely together - not just to make a superior product, but to push the HVAC
industry in new directions. "The Pulse," Norris commented, "demonstrates
the importance Lennox places on research and development."



The Pulse had its beginnings in the mid-1970s, when studies underway at
Lennox convinced management the price of natural gas would probably dou
ble or triple within the next five or six years. At about the same time, the
American Gas Association (AGA) was studying the use of pulse combustion
technology to improve the efficiency of forced-air furnaces from an industry
average of about 58% to 96 or 97%.

Lennox management entered into a development agreement with AGA, and
later with the Gas Research Institute (GRI), to commercialize a pulse com
bustion furnace. Extensive laboratory and field tests over the next five years
helped develop the Lennox Pulse combustion chamber and heat exchanger.

"When we started the Pulse project in 1975, we weren't even sure if the con
cept would work," Norris said. By the time the project was completed, Lennox
had spent several million dollars — before even a single unit had been sold.
"That's a long time to keep your eye on the ball unless the company is in full
support of your efforts," Norris noted.
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But the long-term commitment paid off. In 1982, the first year of Pulse pro
duction, orders ran far ahead of production capacity. Just as Lennox studies
had predicted, the price of natural gas had nearly tripled since 1976 and the
market was ripe for a high-efficiency furnace.

Throughout the 1980s the Pulse received extensive national media attention
and scientific recognition, as well as numerous awards from private industry,
state and federal government. "The Pulse," said Norris on the furnace's 10th
anniversary in 1992, when the millionth unit rolled off the Marshalltown as
sembly line, "is unquestionably the best furnace built by Lennox — and, with
almost no failures reported over the years, one of the best gas furnaces on
the market." In 1986, Lennox became the first HVAC manufacturer to offer a

limited lifetime warranty — on the Pulse furnace.

The Pulse's spectacular success led to industry-wide development of high-
efficiency equipment. Lennox continued its own high-efficiency product de
velopment with the release of the HS14 PowerSaver®; in 1984, the first air
conditioner to achieve a 15.0 Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio (SEER).

Lennox' role as an industry innovator was further enhanced in 1986 when
the company was the first HVAC manufacturer to join the SMART HOUSE
Development Venture, Inc., an organization working to develop high-tech ap
pliance control systems. In 1990, Lennox received its first patents on a revo
lutionary thermal energy storage (TES) system for residential and light com
mercial installation. And in 1994, the company unveiled the CompleteHeat
system — the first combination space and hot water high-efficiency system
by a major HVAC producer.
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B.2 CurtisDyna-Fog 

The following is a transcript of a hypertext document found at www.dynafog.com, 

© Copyright Curtis Dyna-Fog,1998: 

COMPANYHISTORY AND ACTIVITIES 

Curtis Dyna-Fog,Ltd. was founded in 1947 in Dayton, Ohio by Russell R. 
Curtis and his father W.H.Curtis. Originally named Curtis Automotive De 
vices, the company specialized in manufacturing valves for the automotive 
and aircraft industry. Before joining his father in business, Russell Curtis 
attended the University ofCincinnati where he graduated in AeronauticalEn 
gineering and later completed acooperative work program at Wright Airfield 
(now Wright Patterson Air Force Base)At the time, Wright Airfield was the 
center of all aircraft technology. In 1952 Curtis Automotive Devices moved 
to Bedford, Indiana to be closer in proximity to its major customers. The 
company began producing other types of components for the aircraft indus 
try and began doingsome developmentwork using acquired Pulse-JetEngine 
Technology.During Russell Curtis'employmentat WrightAirfield in Dayton 
he was first exposed to a Pulse-Jet Engine,a unique device used to power the 
German VIrockets during the war. The Pulse-Jet was comprised ofthe basic 
technology that would later be thefoundation for his companies future. 

Russell and his father continued working on the possibilities of producing a 
pulse-jetfogger for use in commercial applications. One ofthe first pulse-jet 
products they produced was the Dyna-Jet"Red Head" miniature engine for 
use in model rocketry. Initially developed in 1945 by a long time associate 
ofRussell Curtis,William Tenny ofAeromarine Company,the Dyna-Jetonce 
held the American Modelers Association land speed record at 179+MPH!A 
speed amazing at the time,especially when only standard grade gasoline was 
available. 

After years ofrefining existing designs,by 1954the first commercially avail 
able pulse-jetmosquitofogger(TheCurtisJuniorModel)wasbeing produced. 
In the first year morethan500machines weresold throughoutthe country.By 
1956,demand grew to the point where more than 4000 machines were being 
produced each year. As a result of increasing demand for the pulse-jet ma 
chines, Russell Curtis moved the company in 1958 into a newly constructed 

www.dynafog.com
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20,000 square foot facility in Westfield, Indiana. By this time the company 
wasproducing severaldifferentequipmentmodelsincludingthe very first pro 
duction "Cold Fog" sprayer. It was the machine that pioneered the way for 
whatis known today as ULV technology. 

In 1964, mainly due to no longer producing products specifically for the au 
tomotive industry, the company name was changed to Curtis Dyna-Products 
Corp. During the next several years many new products were developed and 
the facility was expanded. In 1992,the group of Curtis employees who were 
already managing the company purchased it and the name was changed to 
Curtis Dyna-Fog,Ltd. 

Today, still located in Westfield, Indiana Curtis Dyna-Fog, Ltd. produces a 
complete line ofspraying and fogging products. With the latest in manufac 
turing technology in its 80,000 square foot facility, Curtis is renowned as a 
world leader in manufacturing and distribution. Curtis supplies its products 
through distributors around the United States and throughout the world in 
over 60 different countries. All products are manufactured in the one facil 
ity in Indiana to help assure a high level of product quality that has been the 
cornerstone ofDyna-Fog equipment. 

Curtis Dyna-Fog,Ltd. strives to identify the requirements ofthe marketplace 
and react quickly to market demand. Dyna-Fog's worldwide distributor net 
work assures rapid response to all customers. All service shipments ofstock 
items are made within 48 hours by air or sea freight. The sale of Dyna-Fog 
products are supported with comprehensive literature and a complete techni 
cal staffequipped with the latestlaboratory testing facilities. Presentationson 
recent developments are continuously made to all world markets as well as 
the scientific community. 

Somerecentexamples are: 

• Application of deodorants in small droplets: International Conference 
on AirPollutionfrom Ag.Operations,Feb 1996,Kansas City,MOUSA 

•A new toolfor ULV Applications. American Mosquito Control Associ 
ation Meeting,March 1996,Norfolk,VA,USA.(Dyna-Fog Twister) 

• The use of Thermal Fogging as a technique for the total eradication of 
Fire Antcolonies.USDAImportedFire AntResearch Conference,April 
1997,Gainesville,FL,USA.(Dyna-Fog AntBear) 

Other scientific publications available: 

• Newcastle Disease in CommercialTurkeys(Dyna-Fog Hurricane) 
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• Effects ofpressure andflow rate on VMD(Dyna-Fog Cyclotronic Maxi-
Pro) 

• UnderstandingLVM(Dyna-Fog Nighthawk) 

• Effect of droplet size on adulticide efficiency (Dyna-Fog Cyclotronic 
(Maxi-Pro) 

• Asummary ofUltra-Low-Volume Technology 

• TheProper Application ofModem ULY Technology 

• A BlueprintFor The Control ofNuisance Birds in the Airport Environ 
ment 

• Aerosol,Fog,and ULY:Perceptions and Realities in Maintenance Uses 
Curtis Dyna-Fog,Ltd. is present at many major exhibitions both in the 
USA and worldwide either exhibiting alone or in conjunction with local 
distributors. 
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Kevin Dean Edwards was bom on a cold December morning in 1969 shortly before one 

of the largest snowfalls in the recorded history of Jefferson City, TN(pop. 5494, 1990 

census). After twelve years in the fine Jefferson County school system. Dean enrolled 

at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville(UTK),for the fall semester of 1988. After a 

coupleofyears ofslacking off,he gota wake-up callinDocHodgson'sThermodynamicsI 

course. After retaking the course under Doc during the summer at the insane hour of 

7:40 A.M.(and making an"A"I might add), Dean reapplied himselftoward achieving a 

degreein aerospace engineering underthefinetutelageofDr.Harvey Joe Wilkerson.Dean 

graduated with aB.S.in aerospace engineering in 1992;however,dueto the poorly-timed 

(at least for Dean)fall of the Soviet Union,the end ofthe Cold War and the subsequent 

complete and utter lack ofjobs in aerospace engineering. Dean decided to continue his 

education by going to graduate school along with his good friends Scott Hale and Chris 

Widner. 

In the summer of 1992,Dean began work with Dr. Ke Nguyen at UTK studying the 

ignition and combustion of aluminum agglomerates by igniting them with a 100-W CO2 

laser. During this timeDean came to workfor the Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering 

Departmentasateaching assistantwhich hefound hestrangely enjoyed. It was also during 

this time that Dean's hobby of birding began to take on a life of its own. Formerly just 
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a way to relieve stress by getting out into the woods and awayfrom engineering, birding 

quickly becamean obsession. Aftertwo years,during which heremarkablyfailed to injure 

himselfseriously with the infra-red, 100-W laser.Dean finished his thesis entitled Effects 

ofInitialDiameterandAmbientPressureon theIgnition and Combustion ofLaser-ignited 

Aluminum Agglomerates in 1994 and graduated from UTK once again,this time with an 

M.S.in mechanical engineering. 

Having found that he liked teaching. Dean decided that he might someday wish to 

teach at a university. So,once again.Dean("Dino"to his friends), Scott(a.k.a. "Frank") 

and Chris(also a.k.a. "Frank")returned to UTK in 1994 to pursue Ph.D.s in mechanical 

engineering. Once again Dean worked with Dr.Ke Nguyen,this time as part ofthe Chaos 

Research Group at UTK. After spending some time playing with a pulsed-combustion 

hot-water heater and some horrible nightmares involving a Rijke tube. Dean finally set 

tled upon a research project which involved designing, building, testing and controlling 

a pulsed combustor. After several arduous years, during which time Dean continued to 

teach several courses(including,ironically. ThermodynamicsI at 7:40 A.M.in the morn 

ing — the pleonasm is intentionalfor emphasis)and the Big Orange won several national 

championships in women's basketball and one in football. Dean finally stopped birding 

long enough to finish his research and graduatefrom UTKfor the third time in 2000 with 

aPh.D.in mechanical engineering. Woohoo! 

Dean's future has yet to be written. Whether he will join(soon to be Dr.)Scott and 

Dr.Chris in the"real world"or pursue ateaching career or take up alpaca wrangling with 

Dr.Charles Finney or emulate Kenn Kaufman by hitchhiking around the country looking 

for birds is uncertain. One thing is,for certain, however: Dean has vowed never again to 

seek another degree. 
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